TREASURE-RECORDSFROM THE ATHENIAN
AGORA
(PLATES

31-33)

HIS publication of the fragments of Attic Treasure-records found in the excavations in the Athenian Agora, copies of which have been kindly sent me from
time to time by Professor Meritt, falls into three parts.' The first part comprises the
various small pieces, hitherto unpublished, all of which, with the single exception of
No. 5, appear to belong to types not represented among the finds of this class from
the Acropolis; in the second part I re-examine, and suggest restorations for, a substantial fragment, obviously from an inventory of the treasures of Athena stored
on the Acropolis, which Meritt has already published in Hesperica;2 and in the third
part I study another group to which substantial contributions have been made from
the Agora.
We may accordingly attribute the contents of Part I, apart from No. 5, to
sanctuaries situated in or near the Agora, though in no case is there convincing evidence for the identification of the building in which any of these sacred objects were
preserved, or of the officialswho drew up the inventories. That more than one sanctuary is represented is a reasonable inference from the variety of the objects recorded
and from the difference in the formulae used for expressing the weights of these
objects. Omitting doubtful instances we may contrast the use of EXKoo-a, E)XKOV in
Nos. 3 and 9d with o-ra0pOFv - in No. 8 and o-ra0pov a'cyEi in No. 2A. To the possible
implications of this difference I return later.3
For none of the unpublishedpieces is it possible to establish with any degree of
certainty the original length of line or the number of lines contained, and in the three
instances where a suggested restoration is printed this is put forward with all reserve,
as an indication of the minimum rather than actual length of line. I begin with the
fragments in Attic script, which we may presumably date as earlier than 403/2 B.C.

T

1 I am glad to take this opportunity of expressing my warmest thanks to Professor Meritt for

inviting me to take a share in publishing here some of the epigraphical finds from the excavations
in the Athenian Agora, and for his constant and much appreciated help, encouragement and patience
during the fulfillment of my task. To Dr. Eugene Vanderpool I am deeply indebted for his help in
securing the photographs to illustrate this article and in furnishing me with invaluable notes on
dubious readings, as well as on the physical appearance of these fragments and on their finding
places.
2 XVII, 1948, p. 33 ff., no. 16.
3
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As they are all engraved on Pentelic marble, it is unnecessary to state this for each
item.

I
1 (Plate 31). Angle-piece, inscribed on face and right side, broken on all sides,
found in late Roman context south of the central part of the Middle Stoa (L 14) on
May 5, 1934.
Height, 0.11 m.; width (max.) of Face A, 0.10 m., of Face B, 0.06 m.; height of
letters, ca. 0.008-0.009 m. (Horizontal unit, Face A, 0.012 m., Face B, 0.013 m.;
vertical unit, Face A, 0.015 m., Face B, 0.011 m.)
Inv. No. 1 1932.
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It is obvious that on Face A we have a portion not of an inventory but of a continuous document, presumably a decree, in view of the verb-form in line 4. In line 1
the partly preserved hasta, set to left of center, might equally well belong to K, N, F
or P, but tells us nothing. The significant word is to be recognized in line 4, which it
is temptingto restoreas [Xoyi]CEO- [cu (?)] andtherecan be little doubtthat in line 3
This in turn points
TEv xa[ XKEv] would be most appropriatelypreceded by rEvo-TE'XEv.
in line 2, for which the epithet XtO'vEoffers a likely contrast to the stele of
to [Lcr]EXEL
bronze in the following line. (It should be noted that the fourth letter of line 2 has
been deliberately erased and left as a blank space). Here then is clearly an allusion
to engraving something on a marble as well as on a bronze stele, preliminary to some
act of reckoning (XoyL4Eo-Oat), which would be most naturally undertaken by the
Logistai; and the natural formula, supplied by a mid-fifth century decree from
followed by the objects which they were
Eleusis,4would be rTa&EXoyto-rdaXoyL'EoOOac,
to reckon up. In the restoration which I suggest as demanding the minimum number
of letters to a line (25) it is assumed that gold objects and currency were mentioned
first; and we might reasonably infer from the mention of silver items in what is clearly
4

S.E.G., X, 24, lines 22-23 (ca. 450/49 B.C.) and cf. I.G., 12, 91, lines 7-8.
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an inventory on Face B that instructions to reckon them up after the gold items
followed on the missing lower portion of A.
?---------------i,.

.
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(Cor.25)
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Some such restoration would account satisfactorily for the letters EPA at the

end of line 5 andenablethe IK in line 6 to fall into placein

[Kv

] LK [Ev6 ].

If these suggestions are on the right lines, we may compare also I.G., I2, 167, a
fragmentary decree (with 36 letters to the line), which seems to include somewhat
similar instructions, perhaps regarding sanctuaries on the Acropolis, but is too incomplete to permit of restoration in full.
The contents of Face B, apart from apy[vp - -] in lines 3 and 6, presumably
[crraG] I uNv[a'yE] in lines 3-4, and 8EK[a - in line 7 are beyond recovery, and cannot
be connectedwith any other of the fifth-century fragments published here.
2 (Plate 31). Angle-piece, inscribed on two adjoining faces, broken on all sides,
found in late context northeast of the Tholos (H 11) on March 19, 1934.
Height, 0.112 m.; width of Face A, 0.057 m.; height of letters, ca. 0.007 m.
(vertical unit, Face A, 0.0093 m.; Face B, 0.0117 m.). No punctuation.

Inv. No. I1614.
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Although several items may be restored with some confidence, the length of the
lines of Face A can only be conjectured. If we may assume that the stele was engraved
on all four sides, it is quite possible that there were two columns on each of the
broader faces, or, alternately, that Face A was one of the narrower ones; in either
case this would justify a restoration with quite short lines, as suggested here, giving
us nineteen letters in lines 1-5 and eighteen in the remainder,where the spacing points
to such a reduction. This would permit of the following text:
[-----iaO,oiv

[..

a']yaE A

'AyporEpa3(?)

KVX] Xt

acp

[yvpa,o-raG,uov ea'yE]t HHHAL

5

] HEKaTE
[A ( ?) haXvo-,3XpvoiE
F
[1,o-raO,uova'yE&]I KapXE
apyvpov H]Ep,x8,uiHH* ] o XEPOV
[a0upov a&yE&
[tin-pO /a3o
ap]yvpa,o-i
[o-tov

[aOpov a'yE...

10

. ] FF lpo

apy
[,upE0Eo3KapXEO-]ov

[vpovI,oraO,uv]ayEtHAi
[E1EKa6Es3( ?)

KorvX]ot aepyv

[poZ?----]

Line 2: 'AyporE'pagseems a permissible conjecture here, since we have possibly
an object dedicated to her in No. 9, below, followed, two lines later, by one dedicated
to Hekate, as in line 4 here. In view of the regular formula a-raOuoxva'yE appearing

in lines 1, 6( ?), 8 and 11, we need not hesitate to complete it in line 3, where only the
iota survives.
Line 5: After carrying over the final sigma of HEK6TE[s], we have room only
for the same weight-formula before the drachma-signs FF; and a weight of two
drachmai only must belong to some small item of jewelry, presumably of gold, for
which I suggest ha6Xvo-,.This in turn involves carrying over one figure from the
weight of the silver kylix in line 3, for which the A suggested is merely conjectural.
In lines 5-6, KapXEl [ItoV apyvp3vH] Eppuoa-TI a0po6v-fits the shorter line of eighteen
letters, leaving us with two spaces to fill with the weight, if we complete line 7 as
[r] o XEPOv [LITwpo],for which there is no obvious alternative. The natural restoration of these two figures for the weight is HH, since we have two other KapXE'-ta
of precisely this weight among the dedications on the Acropolis.!
5 Both were added to the Hekatompedon-treasures in 428/7 B.C., I.G., J2, 262, lines 47 f.; cf.
263-275. The second of these, dedicated to Zeus Polieus, re-appears in later lists, at any rate
down to 390/89 B.C., as weighing 199 drachmai; cf. I.G., JJ2, 1382, lines 12-13 (405/4 B.C.); JJ2,
J2,
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Lines 7-8: [dao-v a&p]yvpa
appears to be the only possible restoration to fit the
proposed length of line and also account for the preceding genitive as well as the
gender of apyvpa, and there is no real reason to distrust it as being an unfamiliar
alternative to hvlTo`-rarov, which is out of the question here. For its weight it is not
clear whether we should assume that three or four weight-signs are missing from
before the surviving FF, since these are set slightly to the left of their expected
positions in a stoichedon arrangementrelative to the line above, as though the engraver
had possibly used a wider spacing for the weight-signs. In any case we have no clue
to the missing figures, though we may safely admit that the minimum weight FFFF
would be impossiblylow for an object of this nature, and that the first figure may well
have been H or even P'6
Lines 9-11: There is no obvious solution to the problem presented by the surtov apy[vp0v], which is presumably the
viving letters in these lines, Ipo
description of a single item weighing HA (110, or more, drachmai). If the first
three letters lorm the beginning of the name of the deity or Hero to whom it belonged,
the only possible restoration will be Ilpo[p,EOEo0...... ] tov appy[vpov]; the missing
word should perhaps be completedas [KapXE'o]
tov, as in lines 5-6 above, in spite of the
weight being markedlyless than that (H H) suggested for the Karchesion of Hermes.
If I am right, the cup was the property of Prometheus, whose cult, combined with
that of Hephaistos, was located near the Academy.7 We do not know of any building
except an altar dedicatedto him there, but there seems no reason why votive offerings
of precious metal should not have been made to him and preserved in some other
building. Alternative restorations, such as vpo[rowE - -], Wrpo
[u0-roV - -] or sp6[crKE,raL- -] seem to have less to recommendthem than the first suggestion, which is
adopted in the text printed above.
Line 12: [K6O-vX]ot apyv [pot], precededby the name of a deity, seems a reasonable
conjecture, and the insertion of HEK6IEg would exactly fill the line, though HEppo
precededby two more weight-signs carried over from line 11 would be equally suitable.
Face B, with a rather larger vertical unit (0.0117 m.) and slightly larger letters,
seems nevertheless to be engraved by the same hand as A, which might be styled
1400, lines 22-23 (390/89 B.C.). But in JJ2, 1388A, line 48 f., (398/7 B.C.) the weight is given as
198 drachmai; cf. J.H.S., LI, 1931, pp. 139 ff. for a new fragment of this stele, which makes this
weight certain.
6 No Xe(t)po'vtrTpov
is recorded among Attic votive-offerings in the fifth century, and I know of
only two instances in fourth-century lists: I.G., 112, 1416, line 7 (= C.I.G., 161, copied by Fourmont only), where the accepted reading in this fragment of a Chalkotheke-inventory is 7LayEZa
Kac
[vvn.TpcIj,
and 112, 1469B, lines 91-92, [xELPI
Cf. also the (bronze)
XEp
OVL7rTPOV KaTEa [yO'S].
VrOcTaTOV
XOT?7pLO, ibid., 1425B, line 371.
. Pausanias, I, 30, 2, with Frazer's commentary; Judeich, Topographie2, p. 413, gives further
references; and cf. I.G., 12, 84, lines 34, 37 for the ritual procession at the Prometheia.
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"semi-italic, and shows a distinct resemblance to that of I.G., JJ2, 1686 (P1. 33),
which is in Ionic script.8 Little can be made of the scanty remains on this face; perhaps
Kc[rvXol] again in line 3; for line 5 we have a choice of [HEp]Jlko or [aO]a6[v],
for
line 6, perhaps [apyv] pa, for line 7 [xa] XK- (rather than [hEJ]XK[ov], vel sim. in view

of orcad9pov ayEt on Face A), and in line 8 t [6XE(or -aXat)]. There is, of course, no
indication of the length of these lines.
3 (Plate 31). Fragment broken on all sides, but text complete below, found in
late context irnTholos wall trench at the north (G 11) on February 26, 1934.
Height, 0.115 m.; width, 0.12 m.; height of letters, 0.008-0.010 m. (O is smaller)
(vertical unit 0.0104 m.; horizontal, 0.0108 m.).
Inv. I 1405.
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Here we have no definite clue to the length of the lines, for, if we restore in line 4
[apYiptoV]aj6Eoqov EK TOrH[apGEvOvofj it is clear that several words must be missing
in the space between this entry and the ending of the next, - -rEp] KapL&Ov IA, 60
being presumablya number, not a weight. This must form the end of the description
of some object with pendants ( ?) " round the heart," possibly a votive aciro6&8E-o
or
crpo6Sbov.9 As no parallel appears to be known for the use of the epithet in this sense,
we must be content to recall the presence of an aroo ] Ecr/hog EK TOapXa[to vEo] listed
among the votives in the Brauronion in the fifth century.'0 To give an indication of
the approximate length of the lines, which can hardly have contained less than sixty
letters, we miglht restore this passage as follows: [-- - (?)apyvptov]
akEAlov EK TO
11 [ apGEvovos -a-

p7To8Ecr/oX

cLpLos

roy xpWJrov TOt TEp3Kap&1FA

--.

Even less can be made of the other lines: in line 2 the weight of one drachma and
one (or more) obol could only suit a ring or light bracelet, enabling us to restore
[8aKrVxtov (or XXtUvtov) Xpvo-v( ?) Ef]XKOVH.; for line 3 I would suggest [Alytva]ot
8 Cf. the photographs of newly-found fragments of this stele, Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 275 ff.,
no. 52.
9 For these and similar items of feminine adornment cf. Pollux, Onom., VII, 65-68.
10 I.G., 2, 386A, I, line 12; ef. Hondius, Novae Inscriptiones Atticae, pp. 62 if., pI. IV. Three
other objects in the same list (lines 5, 10-11, 12-13) are followed by the words aptOAs oy Xpvaiov,
but the number is only preserved for the second of them, namely 68.
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rather than e. g. KvLKEVot, in view of the probability that silver staters are
more likely to be recorded here in close proximity to the uncoined silver from the
Parthenon, if rightly restored.
In line 6, perhaps apyvp[tI], since we find another example of a cup of this

oTaTepe[f]

description in No. 9d, below, followed no doubt by gXKoo-a- -; and in line 7 the fairly

certain remains of a sigma before the same participlemight point to another cup of this
type, were it not that the weight of 700 ( +) drachmaiwould be unusually heavy for it.
In fact this would be more appropriateas the weight of a hydria, which would require
us to explain the sigma as either the ending of a possessive genitive or a compound
adjective such as E'1tXpVcro0.1'
The style of the lettering indicates a date towards the end of the fifth century, an
impression which is confirmedby the spelling of EXKOrc-awithout an aspirate; but this
need not imply that it must be dated later than the two other fifth-century documents
in which it is written with the aspirate, namely I.G., P2,301, line 60 (dated by Ferguson,
correctly, I believe, to 409/8 B.C.)12 and P2,313, line 54 (the Eleusis-accounts of 408/7
B.C.). Seeing the fragmentary condition of our text, it would be unwise to draw any
such conclusion on the evidence of this participle alone. There is, however, the other
valuable indication of an approximate date afforded by the mention of uncoined metal,
presumably silver, from the Parthenon (line 4). This points to a transaction similar
to those recorded in I.G., 12, 301, line 13 and IJ2, 1686A, lines 7 and 14 (405/4 B.C.),
and appears further to confirm Ferguson's conclusion that during the last few years
before the fall of Athens the precious metals in the sanctuaries were " raided " for
purposes of coinage on several occasions.'3
4 (Plate 31). Fragment broken on all sides, but text complete below, found in
late context in the Square to the south of the New Bouleuterion (F 10) on March 28,
1934.
Height, 0.09 m.; width, 0.051 m.; letters and spacing resemble those of No. 3.
Inv. I 1709.
In spite of the general resemblanceof Nos. 3 and 4 and the fact that both pieces
have a blank space below, it is quite impossible to combine them into a continuous text
owing to the different nature of their contents.'4 If in fact they belong to the same
stele, they cannot be ascribed to the same year's accounts, as is further confirmed by
the punctuation ( ) in No. 4 which is not found in No. 3.
11Actually there are no hydriai recorded among Attic votive-offerings in I.G., J2; in fourthcentury lists the most usual weight of silver hydriai ranges between 980 and 1000 drachmai.
12 The Treasurers of Athena, pp. 16 ff.
13 Op. cit., pp. 24, 37 (note 1), 164.
14 Meritt and Vanderpool agree that the lettering and spacing exactly resemble those of No. 3;
but the rho of No. 4 has in each case a much larger loop than in No. 3.
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aoT
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r a II a v o
5
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0 o p v cr-o' Ey[paL6r
apyv [p-v:XX---

E ve

(vacat)
Line 1: We have merely the remains of a centrally-placedhasta (1, T or Y).
Line 2: After -rToapparently It (=2 obols), for which I can only suggest
[&pyvpto exo-ay ]a-rTol! or [lHE4at]1-ToiH. The former word, if correctly restored, has
not previously been found in Attic documents of the fifth century, but occurs more
than once in fourth-century Treasure-records.'5 The alternative, that we have two
unidentifiableobjects, the property of Hephaistos, is rather less acceptable.
Lines 3 and 4: We have clearly the remains of two proper names. The letters
TA preceding the former are most likely to be from the end of the word [ioraw]ra,
indicating that we have the names of two officials bearing this title, followed, after
an interval of uncertain length, by the words [ho't - -]og Ey[papza,6rEve]. For the
names, llavor[avtag] is one of many obvious alternatives,"6and in line 4 we may choose

between 4)6pV%,(DOpVO-Kt'8- and (opVCoKoS (for none of which is there a fifth-century
example).17 If, however, we attempt a restoration in which the names of the two
Epistatai are followed by that of the Secretary, we see that this gives us lines with
much fewer than the sixty letters suggested as the approximatelength of line in No. 3.
Rather than abandon the presumed connection between the two fragments, we may
suggest that IDopiVCKO(if that was his name) was not a colleague of Paus-, but a
memberof a separate board which received from Paus- and his unknown colleague the
objects mentioned in the last two lines, and had - - os as Secretary. Whether the
second board was styled Epistatai, Tamiai, or had some other title we have no means
of telling, but some such wording would give us a length of line approaching more
nearly to that desired.
The contents of the last two lines are beyond recovery, except for the mention
of some object, or quantity, of silver in line 6; and the weight of 2000 (or more)
drachmai in line 7 might possibly be the weight of a thymiaterion, since no other
type of vessel is likely to have weighed so much; but it is far more likely to represent
a sum of uncoined silver, rather than gold. In any case the letter N which precedes the
weight should probablybe restored as ending the word [E'XKo]v.
15

See the note on E$a'ytarro',
p. 100, below.

1"Kirchner, P.A., nos. 11706-11745.
17

Ibid., nos. 14964-14969.
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In view of the many uncertainties involved, it is not worth attempting to offer a
restored text of this fragment.
5 (Plate 31). Fragment broken on all sides except the left, where part of the
edge is preserved, dressed with a toothed chisel. Found in late Roman context on the
northeast slope of the Areopagus (Q 23) on April 15, 1939.
Height, 0.057 m.; width, 0.072 mi.; thickness, 0.087 m.; letters 0.01 m., stoichedon
(vertical unit 0.013 m.).
Inv. I 5765.
0:1
x P

NT O
A AA.K
This fragment by itself would be of little interest, but fortunately it proves to
belong to the stele, represented by several fragments, on which were recorded the
Treasures of Artemis Brauronia, towards the end of the fifth century.18It comes from
the left-hand edge of the reverse face of I.G., 2, 387 (Hondius, Nov. Inscr. Att., pp.
62 ff., no. XB) at a point where the right-hand edge is preserved. This enables us
to read:
[?ujaop
rovrov: FFFF.Kva[]
T]a0
?~I[I xpvo-0( ?)o.ra06]iv
rToirov'flaiTVt0o.
Xp[vroo. -----?]a
10

v to [Trov:
Aa/.

--

?-.&ro

a,Kpa Kat REV, cmrato
8t]aAtX ov xpvo-ta E'Xov.H P
Io XTrovto.

I111.

We thus learn that the K&aotLnumbered two; that the ring in line 7 was of gold
(unless we should read aXKTiXto[t]xp[vaoo -], of uncertain number); and that the
3taXtOov, whether this be noun or epithet, had no less than 180 gold pieces attached.
Unfortunately it sheds no light on the object(s) accompanying the golden crescent
(,u5v) in line 8, and affords nowhere any clue to the exact width of the stele. It should
be emphasised that the line-length of forty-six letters conjectured by Hondius is far
from certain.
This is not the occasion to discuss in detail the restorations on which his conjecture was based, but we may profitably observe that in I.G., 2, 386 (Hondius, loc.
cit., A), lines 2-4, his assumption that objects describedas dro XtOh-vo
(or ro apXato)
h,E'o were garments is far from convincing, in spite of the fact that in the fourthcentury inventories of the Brauronion this was certainly the case. To judge by the
remains of line 2, and the contents of lines 5-14, this portion of the list contains items
18

I had established this connection before seeing that Raubitschek had also discovered it (S.E.G.,
X, 219).
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of jewelry, into which his inserted restoration of XtTOVU7KOg KTEVOTOT rowKtXo in line 7
seems very dubious. Similarly, his proposed reading in the fragment to which our
new piece belongs, namely [Otd6e a&pyvp]a 1LtKpaKaO,u'v (line 8), offers an improbable
conjunction of objects. Moreover, in B, line 12 for his conjecture [EK To apXato VEO
Erape80KEv
he htEp']a raTs hthtepE'aAl I i should prefer to restore [-- ravra sorrv nap]a
IL .
T-atqhLEpE'atgI.

In the circumstanceswe must be content, I feel, to admit that the lines of this stele
may well have contained more, rather than less, than forty-six letters, to which conclusion the thickness of the stele (0.11 m.) lends some support. This uncertainty
furnishes a grave obstacle to any attempt to reconstruct the whole stele from the f ragments that have survived-a task which I had once hoped to undertake in conjunction
with the publication of the text preserved on the back of I.G., I2, 292a. Meanwhile
it may be worth recording that the obverse face of the stele, which is recognizable
by its smoother surface, is composed of I.G., 12, 386 (Hondius, loc. cit., A); 291,
broken on all sides; the contents of 292b, completeon left; together with, possibly, 292.
The foot of the stele is supplied by 12, 386, II (Hondius, op. cit., no. XI) which,
moreover, preserves the left margin for its whole height, though apparently three
letters are missing owing to injury from the beginning of lines 2-6, and two from
lines 7 and 8.19 The fact that this is complete below, with a wide blank space below
the last line, and that the tooling on the edge is less carefully done than on the other
two pieces on which it appears, together with slight differences observable in the
lettering, justify the conclusion that this belongs to the inventory of a later year than
that of the other fragments.20
6 (Plate 31). Fragment broken on all sides, found in mixed late Roman to Dark
Age context northeast of the Odeion (N 8) on March 31, 1936.
Height, 0.075 m.; width, 0.105 m.; thickness, 0.086 m.; height of letters, 0.009
m.; stoichedon (horizontal unit, 0.014 m.; vertical, 0.012 m.).

Inv. No. I 3943.
[--x]aXKE.-.
sg AaKov

---

---

-

I:. VP - -

The firm and well-spaced lettering is not very like that of any other of the fifthcentury fragments here published, and the contents, as far as they can be recognized,
are not traceable elsewhere.2'
Hondius' restoration unfortunately ignores this important fact.
These observations are made by Ferguson (op. cit., pp. 62 ff.) in his discussion of this stele,
and supplemented by information furnished to him by B. H. Hill.
21
Raubitschek (op. cit.) attributes this, as well as No. 5, to the inventories of the Brauronion,
but Vanderpool, after careful examination at my request, reports that this is unlikely.
19
20
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Line 1: In spite of damage to the upper edge, the last three signs can hardly
be anything but the remains of .1., i. e. a single bronze object, of uncertain nature.
Line 2 gives us a particularly intriguing entry: in view of line 1 this might most
naturally be taken as referring to one or more bronze objects of Laconian workmanship, but for the fact that we have no items described as Laconian among Attic fifthcentury inventories. On the other hand they appear frequently among those of the
fourth century, both in the Chalkotheke and elsewhere.22 In the circumstances, we
must consider various possible restorations:
(1) that we should restore [acri&8E]g AaKOV [KaL - -] and regard these shields
as identical with those brought by the victors from Sphakteria in 425 B.C. and dedicated in the Stoa Poikile, where Pausanias saw them nearly six centuries later.23If so,
our fragment would belong to an inventory of objects dedicated in the Stoa and drawn
up within twenty years, at most, after the erection of the shields. This conjecture,
however attractive at first sight, is not supported by any external evidence to show
that other votive objects were preserved there, and there is no clue to the place where
the contents of our list were kept.
(2) There is the obvious alternative that the reference is to some Laconian
bronze vessels of no historic importance,such as those mentioned in the note.
(3) An entirely different interpretationof the surviving letters would be obtained
by restoring [- - h ] q (or [ha] g) Aa6KOV [avE'OEK1E]. In this case we might be tempted
to identify this entry with " the false staters sealed in a box by Lakon," which occur in
Hekatompedon-lists from 398/7 B.C. onwards (I.G., 12, 1388B, lines 61-62, -rarrjp1E
Ki/3&f)XOt [EV KL/3wTiernt
hE'votot rapa AaKaVos) ; cf. II2, 1400, line 57; 1401,
o-eo-rjao-]
lines 44-45; 1407, line 43 (restored); and 1415, lines 19-20, where the order of the
words is different.24As these staters appear in a long list under the rubric T6& a'ypaba
EITETELc
(which is left unaltered in the list of eight years later,
lcpESoo-aV Ka' 4'otrc
II2, 1400, line 57), they might well have been transferred to the Hekatompedon from
22 Among the contents of the Chalkotheke appended to the inventory drawn up by the Tamiai
of Athena for 368/7 B.C. (I.G., 112, 1425, line 397) we find alrt&Es 3AaKWVCKat
[wH(not X[was printed
in the Corpus), and in line 406 Kparipej AaKWVtKO't IIII (wrongly printed as III). The shields re-appear,
presumably, in JJ2, 1426, line 17, where Kirchner restores [a&cr] 1t'E A [aKxvLKal -]. At Eleusis, ca.
330 B.C., we find a v{SptaAaKWVLK1z (12, 1544, line 59) and a Laconian lebes (ibid., line 65), as well
as some unidentifiable Laconian vessels ( ?) (ibid., line 60). Laconian kylikes appear in the Tabulae
Amphictyonumn,JJ2, 1643, lines 1-2 and 5-6 (sixteen of which weigh 708 drachmai).
23 I, 15, 4; for the single surviving shield found in the Agora cf. Hesperia, VII, 1937, pp. 347 f.,
figs. 10-11; A.J.A., XL, 1936, pp. 189ff.; J.H.S., LVI, 1936, p. 138; LVII, 1937, p. 159.
24 It should be noted that Kirchner does not include this Lakon (a metic?) in P.A. The name
AaKWv
which he cites from the Erechtheid tomb-stone of 459/8 B.C. (I.G., J2, 929, line 91) is now
restored as [B]a6KOV(cf Tod, G.H.I., 26), and the only other Aa6Kwvin P.A. (8975) belongs to the
second century B.C.
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some other sanctuary at the beginning of the fourth century, as were, for instance, the
thirty-five false staters from Eleusis (II2, 1388B, lines 53-54), to which I refer elsewhere. It would be natural to assume that Lakon not only sealed the box but dedicated it also; and on this view we might reasonably restore [or-a1epEs Kj388EXOtfy
hj ]g AaKOv [caVEEKE].
But this would still leave us uncertain
KtOV&OIo o-ea-E1-'Oa0-vtE
the
fifth
century.
as to the place where this item was kept in
Line 3: I assume that the first two signs were Al (eleven, or more, unknown
Whether they were specified as EAXEavnvat, as
objects), followed by Xi [at--1.
were some of the lyres found in the Parthenon-lists of the fifth century (I.G., 12, 276,
etc.) must remain uncertain. It is reasonably certain that this word must be restored
as Xvp[at], although the downward curve of the loop of the rho is not preserved owing
to surface injury; in fact the surviving traces might equally well belong to E or P.25
7 (Plate 32). Small fragment with right-hand edge complete; the side is uninscribed, but returns at an angle of ca. 700, and at least two line-spaces are vacant
below line 4 on the face. Found built into a modern floor, in the area of the Southwest
Fountain House (50 meters S. E. of Tholos) on March 6, 1934.
Height, 0.10 m. ; width, 0.041 m.; height of letters, 0.011 m., but 0 is ca. 0.007 m.
(vertical unit, 0.015 mi., horizontal, 0.01 m.).
Inv. I 1528.

AY
A-Qj

The deep-cutletters, with their close horizontal, and much more generous vertical
spacing, are quite distinct from those of any other of our fragments; and the curious
angle at which the right-hand side returns, as if to fit some angular recess, is no less
distinctive. I include it among the pre-Euklideanpieces, though it is just possible that
the A in line 3 might be a lambda, not gamma.
The first letter in line 4 can only have been M, which suggests the restoration
/LW
EIITW/-E1
[ a<g7669
gra(r!e
Cdol,_
a~(UJTL7t/E3

_26

8 (Plate 32). Fragment from the lower left-hand corner of a stele, with left
margin preserved and vacant space below, found in modern house wall east of the
Southwest Fountain House (I-J 15) on February 11, 1953.
This is the impression conveyed by the photograph, which Vanderpool confirms; but neither
points to a possible reading here, and it is worth noting that the hasta is set distinctly
to the right of the first stroke of the nu in the line above, indicating a narrower letter than E or P.
Cf. artMegChtqclot Pl in the Par26 (Meritt's original reading, confirmed by Vanderpool.)
thenon-lists (I.G., 12, 276, line 14, etc.), in some of which the number is wrongly restored as Pi.
25

XvE nor Xvt
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Height, 0.19 m.; width, 0.22 m.; height of letters, 0.01 m., non-stoichedon.
Inv. I 6564.
-IUi
'TytE(a)

[?-]

H [0-TraoLov
5

uaOriRpes fR

-r- 0TapeE

O-]

--?

(vacat)
It is impossible to connect this with any other of the fragments from the Agora,
or with any of the Acropolis-inventories or records of payment. It is not easy to
suggest a probable date, in view of the inconsistency between the Ionic gamma in
line 2, as well as the eta in line 5, and the genitive ending in -40o in line 4. Whilst the
former feature might point to the gradual encroachment of Ionic forms before the
standardization of the Ionic alphabet, the untidy lettering might indicate a date after
403/2, with the genitive in -4og as an unusual survival. If we ignore the style of the
lettering and consider only the contents, we might well wonder whether the sums of
staters recorded in lines 4 and 5 could still have remained intact after the downfall
of Athens.
Line 1: The first hasta is unlikely to be an iota as the 0 following it is not placed
centrally between it and the third letter, which I take to be iota, but set rather to the
left, indicating a rho; and - pot (rather than - yot or - irot) seems the natural choice,

giving us [- apyv]poz.
Line 2: I have no hesitationin reading 'TwyEt(a) [

-]

and assuming that the

cross-bar of the alpha was omitted by oversight. But an object dedicated to Hygieia,
whether to the goddess herself or in association with Asklepios cannot, I believe, be
paralleled in any Attic inventory, and the few dedications to her on votive stelai or
statue-bases are, with one exception, not earlier than the last quarter of the third
century .c.27 That there could be any connection between this entry and the famous
statue of Athena Hygieia which stood just inside the Propylaea seems most unlikely.28
Line 3: There are traces of the first figure after o-ra=uo'v,pointing clearly to H,
but the full weight and the object to which it refers are unknown.
27

I.G., 112, 4417, found at the Kerameikos, a statue-base to Asklepios and Hygieia, is dated
" s. IV a."; 4441, to Amphiaraos and Hygieia is dated ca. 217/6 B.C.; 4456, 4457, 4458, 4460 and
4465 ff. are later still. The earliest recorded dedication to Asklepios among the Acropolis-treasures,
a massive silver basket, appears in II2, 1474B, lines 8-10 (not before 318/7 B.C.). For the earliest
dedications in the Asklepieion, II2, 1532 ff., going back to 346/5 B.C. at latest, cf. also MerittPritchett, Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, pp. 32 ff.
28 I.G., J2, 395; cf. Raubitschek, Dedications, no. 166, with full bibliography.
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Line 4: There can be little doubt that -u-Eogis to be interpreted as --ewq, the
genitive of a third-declension noun ending in -oaevg, and to complete it as [er]fo-E'01o
seems almost equally certain. Little importance need be attached to the fact that in
line 5 there is no possessive genitive between the word ravriTpegand the amount
recorded (600 staters, at least). Unfortunately we have no clue to the origin of
these staters or of the 215 (+) staters of Theseus in the line above, but Kyzikos is a
reasonable guess, in view of the transactions in staters of that mint recorded in the
last few lines of I.G., 12, 305, the accounts of the Tamiai for 406/5 B.C. Whether this
fragment is the sole survivor of inventories of the contents of the sanctuary of Theseus
is a question to which no answer can be given with confidence,but in any case we have
independent evidence for the sacred possessions of Theseus including a considerable
amount of currency.29Thus in I.G., 12, 310, in the inventory of the Treasures of the
"Other Gods," we find three entries relating to him (lines 156 f., 4270 drachmai;
line 215, ( ?) drachmai; line 275, 50 (+) drachmai) ; and in the record of the Logistai,
I.G., I2, 324, line 89 (S.E.G., X, 227, line 84) is a loan from his funds, restored as 808
drachmai, 412 obols.
9 (Plate 32). Four fragments, apparently from the same stele, broken on all
sides, of which the dimensions may be conveniently shown in tabular form as follows:
Heeight
a 0.176m.
b 0.116m.
c 0.08 m.

d 0.12 m.

Width
0.036m.
0.058m.
0.09 m.
A 0.085m.
B 0.045 m.

Height of letters
ca. 0.01m.
ca. 0.01m.
ca. 0.01 m.
ca. 0.009m.
0.006-.007 m.

Unit, vertical
0.0153m.
0.0155m.
0.0155 m.
0.01457m.
0.0086 m.

Unit, horizontal
0.0125m.
0.011m.
0.011 m.
0.008m.
0.0093 m.

Inv.I 1495 a, b,c,d.
These were all found in the vicinity of the Tholos: a in late context immediately
north of it (G 11) on March 9, 1934; b and c in late context ca. 25 meters west of it
(F 10) on April 2, 1934; d in marble pile just north of it. A fifth fragment, found in
the same region, also inscribed, like d, on two adjoining faces, may possibly belong to
this stele,30but as this is by no means certain I prefer to number it separately (No. 10,
below).
As the photographs show clearly, the lettering on a, b, c and d, Face A would
seem to be uniformly the work of one engraver, whilst that on d, Face B is not only
29 For the locationof the Theseioncf. Judeich,Topographie2,
pp. 351 ff.; 1. T. Hill, The Ancient
City of Athens,pp. 92, 232 f., note 3.
30Vanderpooltells me that in his opinion it probablybelongs, but the attributionis not free
from difficulties.
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smaller and more closely set as regards line-intervals, but altogether more carefully
and competently engraved; and on these grounds alone it seems impossible to regard
these two faces as contemporary. Moreover, a further distinction is to be observed,
for the punctuation in a, line 6 is: but in the other three fragments by the same hand
it is invariably three dots (.) which are seldom exactly vertically set. And another
reason for hesitating to ascribe these four pieces to the record of a single year is to
be found in the slightly smaller lettering, with correspondinglycloser vertical spacing,
of d, Face A, as comparedwith those of b and c.
a

5

1HH

b
po0
a8,E
. tq
sr
po0rEp

4AA

.apyvp

(vacat)
\A
4--r
01A

c
WTO.
pa r o A
p
t.p ?7 Ko
{a pe v.

eKar
WA.

Z~~~o..

Fragment a: In view of the wide space vacant above line 1 this is probably from
the beginning of a fresh year's inventory, but the interpretation of the remains of
lines 1 and 2 is far from certain. If they contained the names of the officials respon[v], [K-q0tor]osible for the inventory, such names as [Ka] XX[t -] and ['Apufr] o0W1
how many
in
this
case,
but,
suggestions,
obvious
be
would
[v]
or
[rev]o0bci
0i[iv],
names were contained in these two lines cannot be determined, since we have no clue
to the width of the stele or to the formula which accompanied these names. On the
other hand, if the names of the officialswere recordedon the portion of the stone which
is lost from above, and followed by a vacant space equivalent to one or two lines, these
might be the remains of the names of dedicators of Ota6Xator other votive objects. In
fact the first letter of line 1 might equally well be read as an alpha, and restored as
part of the word [4t]ajX[,q (or -at)], which we may confidently restore in line 3.
In lines 4-7 we can only recognize the weights, in each case perhaps incomplete, of
some unidentifiableobjects. In line 4 the first symbol was perhaps m rather than H,
and in line 5 N rather than H, as it is so much taller than the delta that follows.
Fragments b, c: At first sight it seems tempting to combine these pieces, with c
placed to the left of b, and restore line 4 so as to read [rapa&] ta4LEv[m 'Irapa r&v
[wv EWt-rar63v(or racut5v)], indicating that the dative [-K] p6rrjtin line 3,
1ir]porEp
followed by another dative -ltat, were the names of two officials who received the
contents of this list from the persons named (in the nominative) in lines 1-2; the
formula ra'dE ,rape'8oaav would, in this case, be inserted probably between the two sets
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of names. There would be no difficulty in completing possible restorations for their
names and demotics, with the number of letters missing in the middle determined by
the proposed restoration of line 4, as follows:

?

[
[-----K]

-

?-

To[g..]p.[0Eos(?)

[.AwBo]

]

- 'A.........'A&e[tpuavro?--o-----r]parog:
- ?---------part:. Ko [XwvEd,Av]oc-tau,A

ewrta-mrc(?)
7rapa8E]
ecpEv[ot rapa rwv 7r]porEIpo[v

- -]

?I

Although it would be easy to supply an eight-letter demotic for Boiotos in line 1,
and 'A[4n8vaZof] would suit for that of -stratos in line 2, with Ko[XWcovE]in line 3,
where no alternative seems possible, since Ko[t&XE], which we should have to follow
with a name such as [TE&]o-tat, seems not to be found later than the fifth century as an
alternative for EK KotXs, and there is no name . as which would permit us to restore

Ko[XXrViE] or Ko[lTpE Co], all this seems too speculative to inspire confidence. Moreover, it looks as if we should find ourselves with more names in the nominative than
in the dative, to say nothing of the uncertainty of the possible insertion of the name of
a Secretary for one or other of the boards. In view of these uncertainties it seems
preferable to reject the proposed combination, and to transcribe the two pieces separately, with a minimum of restoration. The possible conjunction of b, line 2 with c,
line 4, so as to read [ITap] a8ea'c.LEV[ot is rendered impossible by the shape of the
fracture of the stone, to say nothing of the objection that it would give us datives both
before and after the participle.
This leaves us with the unsatisfactory conclusion that while fragment c must
apparently belong to the introduction to a year's accounts (since wapa8ega'EVot is

almost indisputable), we are left without a definite indication for the position of b,
though the presumed dative -o-tat might point to a restoration on similar lines, even
if for a different year. The separate transcriptions will accordingly run as follows:
b

?p
?------a&e------ia.A
?-

---'Ay]porE'p[a

5

-

[---r]
-

- -

?_----'

?---?-vp-?-

-

--1

apyvp---EKa"r[7S--]
--- -Ep]p-o [v- -

?------:

c [---Bo]oa[4[---

parog'A?---K]paT)q I Ko [ XcE(?)]

[vapa&]

ed6LEv[oOt

lrapa-c
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['Ay]porE'p[as] seems appropriate here, now that we have rejected
and gains support from 'EKd6r['rq]in line 6. The restoration of ['Aypo-

rEpag]in line 2 of No. 2, above, was based on that proposed here, but we need not
infer that the same objects are referred to in the same lists.
In line 7 we can find good support for restoring ['Ep],uo [v^]in the fact that in No.
2 a dedication to Hekate is followed by one to Hermes; moreover, the alternative
[I-'raO],wo'[v-] would conflict with the use of EXKoo-a in fragment d.
c: The remains of the names suggested above need no further comment.
Fragment d. Face A of this piece offers more prospects of at least partial restoration, and may be transcribed as follows:
XKOoaa
F)D- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

[ef

E[XKKora H?----------ovE?K0]

v: HAAAA [---

--?-E--

eLK6

apy]

HH [-?---rarpE
oK/3;87 ]
?
toV a'ara0po(?)]
Xot. AA[
v * vX [ Xov (or -Xa)
apyvp]
VpiO

5

.

EpX[vKo?-a

?

- - -]

Hclpvp"'(?)?

Here again, unfortunately, we cannot hope to establish the length of the lines,
for, if in fact, in spite of the somewhat smaller script, it belongs to the same face as
b and c, we get no guidance from either of them.
Line 4: The last two signs are almost certainly HH, with no punctuation before
the first of them, and some such restoration as [ EVLKo apy] vpto alone seems possible, for
[KESabXaLov
apy]vpio is not very likely to occur in the middle of a list. In line 5 I have
no doubt that -Xot is to be completedas an epithet rather than a noun, since iXot would
normally be followed by an adjective describing their metal, and -iyXotwould be
followed by Ml8&KOi. A possible restoration would be 'ro'evXot,descriptive of shields,
but we have no other definite indication of such objects among any of our fragments,
and a much more likely alternative is [Ki/,3878]Xot. If this word was preceded, as I
suggest, by a-racriqpE, it would give us nineteen letters in line 4, plus an unknown
number of signs to complete the weight for the silver, pointing to a minimunm length
of twenty letters for our lines; but they may in fact have been considerably longer.
The restoration [o-rTar^pEsKt'/837]Xot seems to gain support from its proximity to the

silver bullion, which precedes it, perhaps immediately, in the list and in any case is not
without satisfactory parallels among the dedications on the Acropolis.3"
31 In

lists of the early fourth century we may compare I.G., II2, 1388B, lines 53-54, dpyv'pLov
ibid., lines 61-62, the false staters dedicated by Lakon, mentioned above

and
If,3o7Xov ro 'EXEVaLVO'GEv
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Line 6: The initial N, followed by a fresh entry, may very well be the ending of
[a4crawo]
v, but I cannot complete, or elucidate, the leaf (or leaves) recorded next,
though it is a permissible guess that they had become detached from a crown.32
In line 7, possibly [apyvp]S EX[KOo-a --],
the same type in line 8.

perhaps followed by a second cup of

Fragment d, Face B.

x]pv

Ii?---[(T-----t]va

?

5

a]py

[vp - - --]A
?~~~VEX

[--apy
10

[

vat

_--

-_

?
a]---

?ov

1F111
a0p

-]

HT

Little can be made of the contents of this face, on which the writing is markedly
different from that of Face A. We must not be misled by its smaller scale into believing that it belongs to a narrower face of the stele, and is therefore later than that
on Face A, for it has every indication of being earlier, and at a first glance suggests
a date in the late fifth century, which seems to be confirmed by the undoubted Attic
gamma in line 5. In line 4 the letter before N was probably iota; since a broader
letter would have left traces at the edge of the fracture; and in line 7 the letter before
the first E was almost certainly N, perhaps the end of a noun which was the object
of E'XE[t] (which seems the only acceptablerestoration here). In line 9 the first letter,
with its centrally-placedhasta can only have been an iota. Faint traces at the bottom
of the fragment suggest two unit-signs (or obols) rather than H. It seems needless
to attempt any fuller restoration, and I cannot explain the letters HT in line 11.
10 (Plate 33). Angle-piece inscribed on two adjoining faces, broken on all sides,
found in late context immediatelynorth of the Tholos (G 11) on March 3, 1934.
in connection with No. 6. The former item possibly re-appears in II2, 1445, lines 16-17, the inventory
of the Treasurers of the Other Gods for 376/5 B.C.
32 Cf. four gold leaves from the crown held by Nike on the hand of the statue (of Athena
Parthenos), in Parthenon-lists of the early fourth century, I.G., II2, 1376, lines 19-21; 1377, lines
22-24; 1394, lines 5-8; 1395, lines 22-24.
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Height, 0.0754 m.; width of Face A, 0.025 m.; of Face B, 0.036 m.; height of
letters, 0.01 1 m. (Face A) ; 0.007-0.008 m. (Face B).
Inv. I 1452.
Very little can be made of this piece. As far as may be judged from the scanty
remains on Face A, the lettering resembles in style that on Face A of No. 9, above,
but is definitely a little larger, whilst on Face B we have no distinctive letter to enable
us to decide between a late fifth-century and an early fourth-century date, but the
general impression tends to favour the former alternative. In any case it has more
crampedand less regularly-cut lettering than on Face B of No. 9.
B

A
xY

----

aot:X

.

HAAA-

07

5
(vacat)

.1111xp[vcT---]
.o.raOp [Ov- - -]
*xP]vo... ovA ...

.(To.

?
?

The fact that Face A is uninscribed below the letters I T does not help us to
restore them, and it is not worth enumerating the various possible words in which they
occur, any more than for the letters QN in the line above. With Face B the prospect
is not much more hopeful, and little need be added by way of comment to the transcript
given above.
Line 1 is puzzling: we must presumably read - ao-x - - rather than - asl :x for
which I can only suggest [o-ira0Otk'v
ovK
ctrao-t,but can quote no parallel earlier than
that found in a damaged passage in an inventory of the re-united boards of the
Treasurers of Athena and the Other Gods (I.G., 12, 1457, line 25, not before 338/7
B.C.).
Gold objects appear to be recorded in lines 4, 6, and 8, apparently four in
number (if not more) in line 4, since there is no punctuation between the last unit
and the chi of Xp[vIo-o'(?)]; and o-rra0[ov] in line 5 justifies the suggestion that we
might restore [o-ra0p]ov aL
[yE&]in line 7, though a neuter noun followed by a [pyvpov]
is an obvious alternative.
In any case these fragmentary entries cannot be recognized elsewhere, and we
must not rashly try to identify the object weighing 130(+) drachmai in line 3 with
that weighing 140(+) drachmai in No. 9d, line 3 of Face A.
The possibility that this piece belongs to the same stele as No. 9 must not be overlooked, though the evidence, on the whole, seems to point against it. The writing on
Face B of No. 10 roughly resembles that on Face B of No. 9d but is obviously more
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cramped and somewhat less regular; but like the latter it might well belong to a late
date in the fifth century. We might therefore ascribe this to the right-hand side, and
9d, Face B to the left-hand side of a stele inscribed on three, or even four, sides,
implying that Face A of both 9 and 10 belonged to the same side. The objection to
this, that the letters of 10/1 are distinctly larger than on 9a, b, c, might be overcome if
we regarded them as the remains of the heading of a fresh year's record, separated,
for some unknown reason, by a space of at least three centimeters from the inventory
itself. If however we also allot No. 9d, Face A, to the same face we find three different
sizes of letters employed, and the punctuation *.in contrast with : on No. 9a. The
cumulative effect of these difficultiesseems to justify us in suspending judgment, and
separating No. 10 from No. 9, while admitting the possibility that if it was a tall
stele covering the records of several years, such variations in the script would not be
surprising. This assumptionwould allow us to allocate No. 2, with two adjoining faces
written in Attic script, which clearly differs from that on Face B of both Nos. 9 and
10, to a place higher up on the same stele; with which conclusion the finding-place of
No. 2 would admittedly be in agreement.
Any conclusions about the authorities responsible for drawing up these inventories can only be tentative; but two points are beyond dispute, namely that in No. 2,
and (almost equally certainly) in No. 9, we have lists of the properties of various gods
and Heroes, Hermes, Hekate, Artemis Agrotera and Prometheus,33and secondly
that we have two different formulae for indicating the weight of these objects. In
the former we find o-raOpoZv
a'yet- -, and in the latter the participle of EXKELV, which is
also found in No. 3. Thus we cannot explain this difference of formula on chronological grounds, since the use of AXKoo-a (or EXKOV) occurs both before and after the
introduction of the Ionic script; and the suggestion that the two formulae might
represent the systems used by two different boards of officials, tempting though it
might appear, conflicts with the evidence of Nos. 2 and 9 with their apparently similar
contents.
As to the identity of the responsibleofficialsour only clue is the conjectural restoration of [Ewto-ra']ra,
accompaniedby a Secretary, in No. 4; and as it is by no means
certain that this fragment belongs to the same series as No. 9 it would be rash to
identify the names in the latter as belonging to the same board. In view of the contents of Nos. 2 and 9 it would be logical to expect that they were in the charge of the
ia raXvaXXv 0OEOv,but the amalgamation of this board with the Treasurers of
cat
Athena from 406/5 to 386/5 B.C.34 seems to rule out this explanation. There is, however, a further possibility, namely that this amalgamation only affected the property
33 It might be suggested that this reference to the property of Hekate would add weight to the
restoration hE[KaJrE] in the accounts of the Logistai, I.G., I2, 324, line 70.
34 Cf. Ferguson, op. cit., pp. 6 f., 104 ff. Dinsmoor, Harv. Stud. Class. Phil., Suppl. Vol. I
(Ferguson), p. 169 f., hesitates between 406/5 and 405/4 B.C.
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of the " Other Gods " stored on the Acropolis, and that during this period their
property in other sanctuaries below the Acropolis was in the charge of some other
body, whose title may have been " Epistatai."
It is almost equally difficultto suggest a possible location for the objects recorded
in any of these lists. Vanderpool, to whom I am indebted for his careful tabulation
of the finding places of our fragments, drew my attention to the fact that Nos. 2, 3, 4,
9 and 10 were all found either directly adjacent to, or within a small radius (ca. 25
meters) of the Tholos, and suggested that possibly the contents of these lists were in
fact kept in the Tholos itself. This suggestion would carry more weight if we had
any contemporaryevidence for its use as a repository for such objects, but what evidence there is concerning its contents belongs to much later times. The decree of
191/0 B.C.,35 found on the spot, does not relate to votive objects, but to the administration of the building and its contents as a center of hospitality-the replacementof
and tripods (obviously kitchen equipment) and of
bedding, the inspection of KoTVXt8ta

other vessels, includingStabXat and noTlrpta, which must have belongedto the tableservices. And the " silver images of no great size," seen by Pausanias in the Tholos,"6
may well have been recent acquisitions, for no such objects are, to my knowledge,
recorded in Attic inventories of the fifth or fourth century.
The argument from the find-spots of these fragments would, however, be
equally appropriateto another building which closely adjoined the Tholos, namely the
Metroon. This has a stronger claim to consideration for we know that, in addition to
being the repository of state-archives,37it also contained votive objects. This information is derived from the evidence of an inscription, I.G., 12, 1445, the first dated inventory surviving from those drawn up in the fourth century by the ra4at 7-c'va'XXAv
OEOJV (376/5 B.C.),
where we read in lines 24-26 [-- EK T]0 M'p-to
rapcKara6'KX
-EorruaXEPI
crTac4ov ---]APF
.Totv,To OVX vyLEgA EeaytLOT
I
[Iv1L/ELtovfafpyVpov,
,'Eva(?) T] sjL
8-o-Lat L-4payL8t.
But it seems possible to trace this entry at a some-

in
what earlier date, for I would suggest that we may recognize the same XEPVL3EToV
the inventory of the contents of the Hekatompedondrawn up by the Treasurers of the
joint board in 390/89 B.C. (I.G., 12, 1400, lines 50-51) where we find [x]Epv[t]P3E

[t] OV

acpyvpov, OV,vLtaTrTptov
apyvpov, oo-TaTai-following a

vacant space (where the

stone is broken) in which there would be ample room to insert E'K To Mrp-p(Oto rrapaKaTac7K-7.
Moreover, there would be room for a similar entry, perhaps in shortened
form, in II2, 1401, line 36 (to be dated shortly before II2, 1400, though the exact year
is unknown); in each of these lists this entry would precede a dedication to Artemis
Brauronia by Glyke, daughter of Archestratos, so there can be little doubt of its
identity.
35Cf. Hesperia,Suppl. IV, 1940, pp. 144f.
3I,
3

5, 1.

Judeich,Topogratphie2,pp. 342 f.; I. T. Hill, op. cit., pp. 47 if.
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It emerges from this that at some date before ca. 392 B.C. certain vessels described
from the Metroon had been transferred to the Hekatompedon, and
as a 1TapaKaraO'K-)
in turn entrusted to the care of the " Treasurers of the Other Gods " when this board
was revived in 385/4 B.C. This need not imply that the whole of the dedications preserved in the Metro6n were thus transferred, but it gives us convincing proof that in
the first decade of the fourth century, and presumably earlier-though we cannot tell
for how long-sacred objects were contained in it. And, failing the possible discovery
of evidence to the contrary, we may reasonably suggest that some at least of these
inventory-fragments relate to the contents of that historic building.

'Eea/ytcrros.

The restoration [- - Eeay] ta-roproposed in line 2 of No. 4, above, seems to justify
the addition of a note drawing attention to other examples of this word in Attic
inscriptions, not all of which have been recognized or commented on.
[ro acr-olio
(1) In I.G., 12, 1401, lines 26-27 were read geaytcrToXpv[u]io 4rV,LqJhEL'KJ
[RHAHFFFI
II], which is so restored with the aid of 12, 1400, lines 42-43, where
crraAlOpv
HAHFFFIII.This item is to be distinguished
we have [- - Ov1,uJEtKro]aTO]
jou-aGuiv[l]
from
(2) which is an entry, including the same word, recorded as coming from the
Metro6n, by the Treasurers of the " Other Gods," in 12, 1445, lines 25-26. Here
14
Eonwe have, according to the text given in the Corpus geayt-r[o ...............
cao-c,EVar] '3t ,qjpoo-iac4pay^t8t,

and what is obviouslythe same entry recurs in 12,

.
o-......j.d.0vE0acrpEv]
1453, lines 10-11, in the form Eeaytc07[o] E [......o..
Ia r & m-ouo-tat
o4pawyZ&. After careful scrutiny of the stone, of which the surface is somewhat
a, K.a.X., and would
damaged, I would read Eeytora Ev K .....[.
E1.LaaxEv]
suggest, to fill the gap, EvK [OLT t XaXK'l, K.T.X.].
(3) That the epithet was not used exclusively in reference to uncoined metal as
in (1) (we do not know to what objects no. 2 refers), is proved by a passage in 12,
part ii, Addenda, pp. 800 ff., 1424a, lines 307-308, where we can correct the reading in
the Corpus TONE[.JAPIE[.Q [.] into TQNE-AFI iT2 N, above which, in the latter
M
. Here I have
part of line 307 the text printed gives merely OA..
deciphered enough to justify the reading [f]o aro' r&ivGvpthar=qpkv.We cannot tell
but
from this what was the object removed (or made?) from the geyw-ra Ovustarr5pta,
it is clear that ritual vessels could be so described.
That the epithet could also be applied to other votive objects may be seen in (4),
namely 12, 1544, line 22 (Eleusis, engraved in 329/8 B.C.), where we find o-'yXotKat
aorKOL
E4aytrrot weighing 4 drachmai, 1/2 obols. This item I do not profess to under-
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stand, for, though we may interpret o-yXotas " ear-rings " on the authority of Photios
(cf. L. S.,9 s.v.), a'o-Kot must mean here some kind of small metal ornaments, and
obviously not wine skins or clay vessels in the normal senses of the word. Moreover,
in the following entry oi[yXot] are coupled with a ring, which seems conclusive for
that word, but for this sense of the word aGKOL I know of no other evidence.
For a general meaning to suit all these instances of ~edyta-roqthe literary evidence
must not be overlooked. In Sophocles, O.C., 1526, E6eytw-ra is used of the mysterious
setting of Oedipus' death, and in Aischines, Or. III, 113, we have mention of an
EcaytTr-os Kat erraparog X/i v, the " banned and accursed harbor "; "banned," in fact,
as Jebb's note (O.C. ad loc.) makes clear, is the sense indicated for both these passages.
But it is far from clear how objects dedicated in sanctuaries could be described as
" banned," whereas if they had somehow been defiled and " de-consecrated" they
might still be retained, and weighed and recorded along with the other votive objects.
Rouse, in discussing no. (4), (Greek Votive Offerings, p. 313), suggests that the
oiyXot and a'r-KOtat Eleusis were " forfeit and consecrated in the shrine " because the
worshippers'dress may have been prescribedand the wearing of jewels and ornaments
forbidden; and this explanation is accepted by the editors of L.S.9
Whether or no such a regulation was strictly enforced at Eleusis (where, if it
existed, enforcement would surely have been strict), this explanation will hardly
account for the examples of the word eayt-rog mentioned earlier, where the sense
"-de-consecrated" seems more suitable. In this connection we must not overlook the
use of the substantive Eeayw-ts in a mid-fifth century decree relating to tolls on
shipping at Sounion (S.E.G., X, 10), where we read ho<7r>o6ot 8'av Karaocrwv To
apyptov 'r O]r
Wilhelm's
EXo-aytrEog, Evat av [rI oZt h61p0ov Ka7arT]Ep lovvtdot.
o$s
ra
conjecture ro [e|Xtit,'ttov( ?), &T]t rEs Exoaayvo0 Evat av'[r |
TE-XE(?) KacaOT]Ep

shed further light on the meaning of the word; but if we retain the
original conjecture, the acpyvpwov ro Ev rTE Excraytcreos might be reasonably interpreted
as the fine levied on merchant-shipsfor violating the sanctity of the harbor at the time
of the festival, when only vessels on sacred duty might normally be permitted to enter
the harbor, such as the OECOptscaptured by the Aeginetans on a famous occasion of
which we read in Herodotos.38
O0VVtEV^odoes not

II
Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pp. 33 f., No. 16; Agora I 2260.
Certain of the items recorded in this fragment of an Inventory can be definitely
recognized in earlier lists drawn up by the Treasurers of Athena. With the aid of a
squeeze of the upper portion (lines 1-22), kindly supplied by Meritt soon after it was
discovered, I had succeeded in identifying most of the contents, and had worked out
38

VI, 87.
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a restoration with, normally, 48 letters to the line. Both the style of the lettering and
the allusions to the damaged condition of some of the objects listed (cf. oV'Xv'YE'3
lines 9 and 13) would, in any case, indicate a date after the middle of the fourth
century B.C., even if we had not the clear references in the lower fragment, found later,
to the Archonships of Themistokles (347/6 B.C.) and Archias (346/5 B.C.). The form
of the inventory also supports this conclusion, for it is typical of the group of stelai
on which the items are listed in columns of continuous text, a system more economical
of space than that previously in use where each item begins with a fresh line, of which
the latest example is I.G., 112, 1441, dating, I believe, from 347/6 B.C.
Thus the earliest possible date for our present list would be 346/5, in which case
we should interpret the mention of the Archonship of Archias as introducing the list
of accessions of the current year, with the phrase Ta8E iipocrapE'oo-av rcayLad oi E
'ApXtov dpxovrom,but this cannot be confirmed as it is not possible to reach a satisfactory restoration for any of the last ten lines. Apart from the fact that the arrangement of the contents precludes us from combining it with either I12, 1443 (344/3
B.C.) or 1444 + 1455 (341/0 B.C.) we must be content with an approximate date,
most probably within the decade 346/5-336/5.39 Two reasons combine to render a
later date unlikely, namely the general tendency of the engravers of these lists to use
progressively narrower columns from about 340 B.C. onwards, and the fact that under
the reforms of Lykourgos, commencing in 334/3 B.C., the older dedications and ritual
vessels were sent to the melting-pot, to be made into fresh ritual furnishings.40
Whilst the normal length of line, as already mentioned, is 48 letters, we must
note an occasional inconsistency in the use of the punctuation : , which as a rule
occupies a space before and after the weight-signs, but does not do so in line 15; and
the fact that in line 21 the spacing of the last two surviving letters 0 Y indicates that
the six letters of the word [rovr]ov were compressed into five spaces. This justifies
the assumption that an extra iota may be reasonably inserted in lines 7 and 15, as the
in line 27 is spread out so
proposed restorations require; on the other hand Opt/ULCKOg
as to occupy nine spaces. I have assumed in my transcript that two more letters are
missing at the end of each line than are indicated in Meritt's original publication.
39 One might be tempted to attribute this to the same stele as I.G., II2, 1457, to which II2, 1458
is to be joined below (with two or three lines missing between them), since this list also has 48
letters to the line, engraved in a very similar style; and the date, possibly 338/7 B.C., would suit,
but it is only 0.113 m. thick, as against 0.13 m. for our present list, which seems a decisive objection.
40 Cf. I.G., II2, 333 for the resolution of the Nomothetai on this matter; II2, 457, the decree moved
by Stratokles in 307/6 B.C. in honor of Lykourgos for his financial services, and II2, 1493-6 for the
surviving epigraphical evidence for the melting down of the old crowns and metal vessels. Plutarch,
Vit. X. Orat., 852 B, briefly describes the new objects of precious metal made from the proceeds.
Cf. also W. S. Ferguson, The Treasurers of Athena, pp. 122 ff.; and for the restoration of a passage
in I12, 14Q5relating to the melting-down process, my note in Num. Chron., 1951, pp. 109-111.
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Line 1 : Where Meritt reads FEXON I am sure that we must read [x'X-. This
total of 6000 (+) drachmai must be a summation of the weights of several preceding
items, as in line 16 below. For this uncommontype of entry cf. 112, 1444, lines 27-30,
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where two XepvI,EtELa
are weighed first separately and then together. Above the 1 is a
stroke which might be the lower bar of a sigma, but it is too uncertain to be worth
transcribing.
Line 3: Where Meritt reads ]pco[.cr]aOu:[, I see <YF

i e. I- - OVIX

Iyt[la 7]a0,/o [v Line 4: I do not feel certain of any letters except v OvpuaTi-'.. wzv,which it is rather
tempting to restore as [Iba
ov,u ai'aj[pi] &w [Xpvo-tov,o rapa KaXXtpatXcotqvpEdOR,
a-i-o
or-aGp%hv-], as found in 112, 1421, I, lines 16-17 (374/3 B.C.) ; but it must be admitted

that it cannot be recognized in any subsequent list, and its definite absence from 12,
1424a, of a few years later, is perhaps significant. If we venture to restore it here it
would fill 31 letter-spaces, without the unknown weight-figures, and if these did not
exceed two they would not have extended on to the legible portion of the text. But
an entry of this length would satisfactorily account for the blank space left in the
remainder of the line; whereas an almost, if not entirely, blank line seems unlikely
at this stage of the list.
With line 6 we come to a series of familiar objects, which enable us, on the whole,
to complete the next fifteen lines. To begin with, the restoration [Ovkutarnjptaappyvpa
tpta rapa Tj7?v Tpave4Eav d[o-crara], which is supplied by I12, 1424a, lines 188-189 (and
has enabled the same entry to be restored in IP, 1413, line 15, ca. 380 B.c.,4' and 1425,
lines 134-135)42 would leave us with seven vacant spaces, which we may confidently
fill by inserting ovX viytaafter the word ipia. They have not survived in any intervening list, nor can they be found in any list later than ours.
Line 7: Tavira

E'o-rdaO
is a new expression for unweighed objects grouped
together, in these inventories, but we may compare Eo-iacrO'8E Kact jr6
ra[o-AO] of some
unidentifiableobject(s) in 12, 1463A, line 13. The first 31 letter-spaces can be exactly
filled with the Kavovv vva ra EXA0avrwva Qa, a'o-rarov,which directly follows the three
Thymiateria in 12, 1424a and 1425, if we assume that at one point two letters occupy
OvK

one space, for which I would suggest 'va as the most likely.
Line 8: The weight XRHHHHA. .FFF,which might be 1919, or 1924, or 1928
or 1933 drachmai (as the eighth and ninth signs have been lost through a surface
injury), is not recognizable elsewhere, but if we assume that 1928 is an error for
2428 (MR
for X), we have here the weight of a Thymiaterion as recorded in 12, 1424a,
line 165; and I restore this item here, with the abbreviation o-i-ac: as found below, in
lines 13 and 15.
41 W. S. Ferguson, The Treasurers of Athena, p. 182; some of his other restorations of this
text are far from convincing. For the date, cf. my remarks in Harv. Stud. Class. Phil., Suppl.
Vol. I (Ferguson), pp. 392 f.
421.G., 112, Addenda (1931), p. 805, by the Editor.
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Lines 9, 10: The Thymiaterion dedicated by Kleostrate4 and weighing 1320
drachmai is known already from IJ2, 1424a, lines 167-169; 1425, lines 115-116; 1428,
lines 133-135; 1438, II, lines 9-10; and can be traced still earlier in 1407, lines 11-12
(restored)," of 385/4 B.c., and 1413, lines 4-5 (ca. 380 B.C.).45 The following sum,
92 drachmai, is mysterious, and since twelve letters at most, ending in -Ev, cannot
contain the description of another object, I assume that this represents an amount
either added to, or more probably lacking from, the weight of the Thymiaterion.
Assuming the latter view, the total weight should be restored as 1228 drachmai, which
would leave us with nine letters ending -Ev. The more usual term to indicate such a
deficiency in these lists is rovirct (vel sim.),

as in
Se3eZ,

IJ2,

1463A, lines 15 ff.; 1440B,

lines 30 ff. (but &Ev8e,line 31). I can only suggest, as the N is quite certain and the
E almost equally so, that we should restore here [Ka-E'ay] EV, or perhaps preferably
[:a&7rEay]Ev, comparing KaTEay0',g also of a xEpvt,3EZov,1445, line 30 and ''ve Ka3Eay&J%
1425, II, line 209 (and elsewhere); and more appositely, rovirw[v ra E'XvrpaKacT]EayEv,
II2 1469B, lines 94 f.

Lines 11-15: At the end of line 10 we need not hesitate to restore Ka[voiv' xaIXKov
K.3.X.], (or, if we insert an extra letter at the end of the line,
7TLXpVcrOV, tva o ZEv,
reading xaXIKoiv), the description of which as [8&aKEKOF ]E'VOV is confirmed by its
Iv in 1443, lines 159 f. In any case we
being entered as [8taKEKo0qX'VOV?]
ovx v[yt]s
apparently require, as in line 7 above, to compress the word tva into two spaces. It is
admittedly curious to find this Kavov' entered in the middle of a list of Thymiateria,
but the fact seems beyond question. The weight should, however, be 3690 drachmai,
for which the available space does not suffice, and rather than assume that the last
three deltas have been omitted, it seems preferable to restore the weight as 3700
drachmai, XXXPHH, ending with a stop (:). That the end of the weight-signs was
not carried over to the following line seems clear, as we need not hesitate to restore the
following item as the Thymiaterion dedicated by Aristokritos, which normally accompanies that of Kleostrate; and, as the transcript shows, the words E'rEpov
Ov,uanqptov

ETrapyvpov

'
XaXKa

&EpEOa-ara

E'Xov

will exactly fill the available space if it

starts at the beginning of the line. Meritt, unfortunately, read the letters preceding
as KaU, instead of -Ka forming the end of [xaX]Ka,and thereby failed to
identify the description, which might have furnished him (as it did myself) with a
sure clue to the length of the lines. After the weight, 2330 drachmai, which is presumably correct this time, comes another familiar vessel, the Thymiaterion of Athena
Nike, also damaged, but given its regular weight of 2120 drachmai. I agree with
&EpEWa-Lara

43 Meritt prints Kkeov[....
], and admittedly there appear to be traces of a vertical stroke close
to the edge of the damaged surface; but whether the engraver wrote mistakenly KXEov[tK?] or
we can scarcely hope to decide.
KXojE8ov'Xkq]
44 Cf. Harv. Stud. Class. Phil., Suppl. Vol. I (Ferguson), p. 384.
45 Cf. supra, p. 104, note 41.
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Meritt in reading ovixv'yt = oraG: though the sign after the iota is not the colon (:)
but three rather irregular short strokes like an untidy E lacking its vertical stroke.
The description as vrapyvpov is no doubt an error of the engraver's for the normal
EiTapyvpov.At the end of line 15 we must assume that E`Vqy-is an error for E7rEy[Eypalrro], presumablyfollowed by tEp?v r$s 'Aq`0va^ NtKrJS, though this inscription is not
attached to this entry in any other list, as far as I know.
Line 16: The total 5952+ drachmai must presumably refer to the weights of
the three Thymiateria, of Kleostrate, Aristokritos and Athena Nike, but their correct
weights, 1320 + 2330 + 2120 drachmai, equal only 5770. No convincing explanation
can be offered for the difference of 182(+) drachmai; and even if, as seems just
possible, the 92 drachmai weight of metal mentioned as broken off from the first of
these vessels were added to, instead of subtracted from, the original weight of 1320
drachmai we should still be ninety drachmai short. Further speculation would be
unprofitable.46
Lines 17-19: The expression Kara' /utKpov to-ra4Eva, describing groups of small
objects weighed together, is hitherto unknown in this form in these lists, but we may
apa& o Vvav] in II2, 1479A, lines 26-27, and, I
compare [ K rcV] KcaTLc uIpoV
t
would suggest, we should restore in IJ2, 333, line 27 [ra Ka]1r[a] ,umKpa[t]-ra6LEva
instead of r[aI] uKpa [U]o-rd4Eva,as in the Corpus.47 We may assume that this entry
was preceded by a verb, and to complete the first part of the line we may conjecture
Ta8E lrapEXa/3ov olrapat xpvca, as at least indicating the sense.
Passing over, for the moment, the first item under this heading, we may readily
recognize the second and third, namely the two gold EtAtKXrqpEg
and the forty-six XEZat
Xpvarct, &0KtbuE1a,familiar in many lists (e. g. J2, 1425, lines 35-36; 1436, II, lines
55 and 58-59) ; and in the latter the Et'XtKTr-pEg
are directly precededby 0'pbaXot4naXotv
bvotv weighing six drachmai, which in fact will exactly fill the space available for our
first item here; and may be restored accordingly. The fact that in JJ2, 1424a, lines
170 ff. this item appears under the heading ra8E aJpyvpa makes me feel some uncertainty about the correctness of Xpvoa^in the proposed restoration of the phrase which
introduces this item, but does not seem to condemn it finally.48
46
It is just conceivable that the weight of the second Thymiaterion was entered, either by a
mistake, or as the correct weight after repair, as 2420 drachmai, which would occupy the same
space on the stone as 2330. If the whole difference was only 182 drachmai, implying that there
were two vacats at the end of the line, this might solve the problem, if the first suggestion is also
valid.
47 Several other improvements might be suggested for this important text: in any case we might
in line 29 TOV KaTa P [tKp'a ldTapmvmv-]
substitute for TOV KaTa t[pOS-E-]
and in line 10 of fragment d
for PONEA/\ read7ro-ura6r[OaL], as in line 3 of fragmentc.
48 These 04lAaXot may have been silver-gilt; cf. also a OtaX7q apyvpa xpVpovF,JAOa[Xof],
at Eleusis,
II2, 1544, lines 29 f.
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Lines 20-21: We need not hesitate to recognize in the letters -Xpvo-o...zoathe remains of the words [E"7t]xpvc-o[v
which appear in II2, 1436, II,
av']r6o[Yrarov],
line 49 in the descriptionof the gilt-bronze Kavoi'v 'va o 'Aro6XXwv,
which there precedes
the similar KavoiJv 'va o ZEvL (which is not aviToc-ra-ov). We may therefore insert it
here, crowding in the final nu of the epithet at the end of the line; and after inserting
its normal weight of 3596 drachmai we are met with another puzzling entry, . .. ov
or-aOpovH - -, which is obviously too short to constitute a fresh item, and must therefore relate to the KavoDv, though in different terms from those used of the damaged
Thymiaterion in line 10 above. Our choice seems limited to [-ovi] ov o-raHOv:H4A
[-_arEayEv],which would imply that the letters TOYT were crowded into three spaces,

as seems to have been the case in view of the final OY of line 21 not being placed
directly beneath the XP in the line above, but more cramped; and also that the
punctuation-sign after the weight of the vessel does not occupy a separate space. How
much more than 120 drachmaiweight of metal was recordedas missing is an insoluble
problem.
From here to the end of our fragment it seems impossible to restore any continuous sense, though a reasonably likely restoration may be proposed for line 27. But
it is worth emphasizing that from line 7 onwards our list has proved to follow fairly
closely the order of the items recorded in II2, 1436, II, lines 41 ff., except that the
KcWOrVFva o ZEVg has been moved up to a place among the Thymiateria, and also that
there is a more detailed description attached to the damaged objects.
Lines 22-24: Where Meritt reads - -QY .. in line 22 I seem to see PY, with
possibly the upper right-hand stroke of X before them, in any case pointing to xpv [o-,
which we might combine with the other letters further to the right so as to read
Xpv[a-co]rai a'oi[i-aia], and suggest,

e.g.

[-a-

8i-E 7rapEXa/3ov ol] xpv[oco]i-aot

a'r-[rara],

which would necessarily imply the absence of a weight in the space following the
in line 23. The assumption that the rest of that line was blank indicates that
VrTO8Epig
a new paragraph, if we may so call it, begins in line 24, which would more easily
explain the presence of the name of the Archon Aristodemos. This vTro8Eptig is not
easy to identify, but possibly we should recognize in it the v'ro8Ep
t which, with other
objects of gilt wood (vI5O'vXa KaTaKEXPVO-O Eva) was recordedas in the Opisthodomos,
EEVKt/3a)TltWt, in 398/7 B.C. (I.G., II2, 1388B, lines 75-76, though this is in fact a list of
objects in the Hekatompedon). This chest and its contents, handed back to the care
of the IaptJat
Lcov aXXXv OEWVin 385 B.C., re-appears in two of the lists drawn up by
them (II2, 1450 and 1451, probablyboth dating from between 365 and 360 B.C.); and
when the two Boards of Treasurers were again united, the chest and its contents, if
still complete, would have been returned to the rapu4atrcZvr)s OEOVunder the arrange-

ment made, as I believe, in 346/5

B.C.49

49 For this date cf. Harv. Stud. Class. Phil., Suppl. Vol. I (Ferguson), pp. 405 f.
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On this view we might expect to find other items from this, or some other
similar Hekatompedon-list, in the remaining lines of our stele; and one of these, I
would suggest, is the item found in line 25, - - 1v :1, which we may completeas
[- - cra0pov crvv rTL X]tivot:FF, and identify with some confidence as the uncertain
object recordedin the fragment which I added to 12, 1388 (J.H.S., LI, 1931, p. 157).
There we have [- TaaOplv] - - H crvv Irk[ Xtzv't] and the word craO,So'v may
equally well have immediately preceded the two drachma-signs. The object was presumably a necklace,weighed with its string,50and describedas a v'7o8epti.
The mention of the Archonship of Aristodemos in line 24 raises a difficultywhich
must not be ignored, but cannot be satisfactorily explained. If the fusion of the two
Boards of Treasurers took place in 346/5 B.C.,5"we may wonder why an object belonging to Artemis Brauronia should have been, apparently,handed over to the Treasurers of Athena six years earlier, in the Archonship of Aristodemos (352/1). A
possible answer may be suggested if we take into account the creation of the Board of
'Eiro-rarcatto take charge of the votive offerings dedicated to Artemis Brauronia,
whose inventories are collected in I.G., II2, 1514-1531. The precise date of its creation
is unknown, but little can be said in favor of the suggestion of Hondius 52 that it
should be dated to the period 376/73 B.c. and associated with the activities of Androtion which he would attribute to those years. Ferguson has dealt effectively with
this view,53but is undoubtedly mistaken in trying to bring down the date as late as
342/1, and to connect the institution of the Board.with the abolition of the Tcpqal Twnv
a'XXw)v
OEcv. That this late date is impossible is proved by I.G., II2, 1524, where we
find mention of the Epistatai (of the Brauronion) in the Archonship of Thoudemos
(353/2 B.C.). If, as seems probable, this board was created in a Panathenaic year,
354/3 would be a possible date, though it might be put back four, or conceivably eight,
years earlier. But, on the whole, 354/3 seems the most likely choice, since we find in
II2 1524 more than one entry indicating that the Epistatai were gathering together
from other sanctuaries miscellaneoussmall votives of precious metal, such as three ( ?)
1TOp4OXV7ES "and a ring handed over by the priestess EK Tov apXatov PeG) (col. II, lines
44 ff.) to the Epistatai of 353/2 B.C., and a ring and two necklaces dedicated in the
Parthenon and handed over by the Epistatai of 352/1 to those of 351/0 (ibid., lines
51-59; cf. Hondius, op. cit., p. 65, note 6).
50 There

are numerous dedications of this nature in the Brauronion-inventories, e. g. I.G., II2,
1524A, II, lines 65-67, '1It8It'Kq 'J4LKpaTO's Ovya'1rqp V7ro8epLSa, aTaObLI v i-rt [XA] van:
IC; in lines

72-74 is anotherV'Vo8PSep
from the same donor. Cf. also col. III, lines 104togetherwith a 1AqvL'aKOs,
105 and 109-110.
51 See note 49.
52 Novae Inscriptiones Atticae, p. 68.
53 Op.

cit., pp. 116f.

For this term, meaning apparently a " bubble-like" bead or pinhead, cf. line 13 of the long
fragment from Aristophanes, Thesmoph. II (Bergk 6) quoted by Pollux, Onom., VII, 95-96.
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A similar transfer is perhaps indicated in line 26, in connection with the year of
Themistokles (347/6), including a p4O-cKO (line 27), an item which cannot be
traced for certain among the treasures of Athena; but it would perhaps be rash to
identify it with a OpFdoWKO3Xpvo-ogrecordedamong the treasuresof the Eleusinian
goddesses in I.G., P2,317, line 6 (ca. 410 B.C. ?), although we know that several objects
from their sanctuary were transferred to the Hekatompedon early in the fourth
century B.C."
Line 28: The last letter preserved seems definitely, from the photograph, to be
T, which might justify the restoration ot -raictat ot r [w^va'XXaV OE'V], referring to
some other act of transference ante-dating the abolition of that board.
Line 29: I am no less baffled than Meritt by the letters PABA . .TO!, as
neither -7ra] pa/3a. . ro nor -p' a/,a. . ro nor -pa /3a. . to seems to give any possible sense.

I can only suggest that if the second A is conceivably an engraver's error for A we
might read ac36<>[to-],roi(or -rov), an unknown variant, with presumably a somewhat different sense, for 'a,a8I&o'.56

Line 32: Surely not v'aXovX- but [bv]XXovX[pvo8v].
Line 35: For Meritt's suggestion [-E]7n Na [vo-tyE'1vovgaLpXovTog(?)] I should
prefer to read 7Ttv'a[f]or 7iTiva[
KEg], as it seems improbable that even if the gold crown

dedicated in the year of Nausigenes (368/7 B.C.) were still in existence it would have
been entered at such a late place in this list; and we know of no other votive object
which is describedas belonging to his year.
III
I.G., II2, 1686, etc.

In his publication of newly-discovered, or newly-identified, fragments of I.G.,
II2 1686 (Hesperica,XI, 1942, pp. 275-278), Meritt did not include the interesting
fragment published under the number I.G., I2, 303, although Wade-Gery had (corCf. West-Woodward, J.H.S., LVIII, 1938, p. 70. Some of the silver 4rcXat transferred
from Eleusis in 400/399 are listed in the fragment added to I.G., II2, 1375 by E. Schweigert,
Hesperia, VII, 1938, pp. 274 f., no. 9. It should be noted that this OptuKoS, which is recorded as
among the treasures of the 'EXEvatvtovev a
is entered, by a curious change of name, as a
vroosptsin I.G., 12, 313 and 314, of the years 408/7 and 407/6 respectively. Its position in each list,
in association with a silver Ota'X, leaves no doubt on the point; and the fact of its repetition in two
successive lists as a v7ro8Ept' seems to indicate that 12, 317, where it is called an opNo-xoO, must be
dated earlier than 408/7 B.C.
word pa,88/aTo', apparently unknown hitherto, is a natural adjectival formation from
(cf. pa,88ta/o's and 'a,883a&r'), and might be used to denote an object fitted to a rod, as

56The
paa388getv

distinct from AaIw8i-Od, meaning " fluted." For such an object we may compare an item in the
Asklepieion-inventory, I.G., 112, 1534, line 103, paf38ont I)pTrrEVOSapyvptwt.
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rectly, as I believe) attributed it to the same stele.57 With this addition, and including
the two fragments of I.G., II2, 1687 which Meritt assigns to it in the same article, we
now have a total of ten pieces attributed to this document, but without a certain join
between any two of these pieces. They may be listed as follows:
I.G., II2, 1686a and b (P1. 33)
Meritt, Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 275 ff., No. 52, c (= Agora I 2982) and d
(== E.M. 3032)
Meritt, loc. cit., No. 52, e (= Broneer, Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 165-166, no. 26)
Meritt, loc. cit., No. 52, f (= Agora I 2486 b) and " Face B, b" ( Agora I
2486)
I.G., I2, 303 (P1. 33)
I.G., II2, 1687a and b (P1. 33)
Even now there is no certain clue to the original width or height of the stele,
and in all too many passages it is impossible to restore continuous sense; but to justify
a return to this subject I offer a few restorations for some of the additional fragments,
and I would suggest that the relative positions of most of those belonging to Face A of
II2, 1686 can be approximatelyindicated. In the light of these suggestions the problem
of the original width of the stele can be approachedwith more confidence.
1). There can be no doubt that the smaller piece, 1686Ab (P1. 33), is wrongly
placed in the Corpus as coming below the main piece, a. Ferguson accepted this position for it,58unfortunately overlooking the facts that it is broken, and not, as he
thought, blank at the back, and that there is definitely a blank space at the foot of a.
Dinsmoor 5 drew attention to this mistake, and Meritt accepts the correction, adding
that in any attempted reconstruction b should probably be placed above a. I do not
feel quite certain that it might not possibly be combined with a, though I cannot offer
a satisfactory restoration to confirm this, since a possible reading in line 32 (= b,
line 7) would give us the mention of the same prytany (Atavnis) as in a, line 21. The
former line is printed in the Corpus as EIT' rXjs --] L'8ogiTpvTaVE[tas - - s rpvTavev6o-rjs-, but there is visible both on the stone and on the photograph the somewhat worn
apex of an alpha centered under the A in the line above. The nu is entirely lost by
damage to the surface, but we can thus reduce the possible restorations for the name
of the tribe to [A1]a[v]'8og or ['AKapu]a[v]'8oT; at the end of the line, moreover,
as the letters NE are lost we must read wpvra[[vEia for 7rpvrave[tag.
Before we turn to the implications of the restoration of either of these names for
the prytanizing tribe, certain other improvementsmust be noted for the text as given
in the Corpus:57

J.H.S., LIII, 1933,pp. 136 ad fin.

58

The Treasurers of Athena, p. 78.

59

Harv. Stud. Class.Phil., Suppl. Vol. I (Ferguson), p. 171.
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H, read QiT. . NHH; above the first H is A, the only letter

Line 3: For Al" .. cPAA.EreadAF.PAAAFE.
Line 4: For I. aoi rc[v- read T0Ar0TQ[NN(?)-Line 6. For ANXX, K.r.X. read o-vuu]7avXX, K.7.X.
Line 7: (v. supra)
Line 9: As the first and last letters are doubtful, read ro]ivwv ot ~eaX[OegvrE
Line 13: Under the second E of line 12 is P (or possibly B).
For line 2 the restoration o-raGov
r]ovroV[ot]v HH- is reasonably certain, and we
may with some confidencesuggest that it refers to a pair of votive phialai.
In line 3 a'y [ p ] a
EKac-rov( ?)-

A rP E (or

Ar E ), giving us either a 11e-- acvE7jKEv,
or ay
[T

-.

In line 4 possibly apyvpov E'yeve]ro adrno
rG[v 4taX6Ov(?).
as in 1686B, lines 61-62, this total
Lines 5-6. KE4a6aX[o]v rciL, [7rapa8o6k'vrwv,
being followed in line 6 by the total of all receipts for the prytany, -- Ke4a6Xatov
3470(+) drachmai).
v,jur]cav (
With line 7 we obviously have the beginning of the accounts of a new prytany,
and if we accept the reading [At]ax[v]ri&a this must be the same prytany for which
we have, presumably, the total in a, lines 21-22; but it is not possible, in this case, to
decide at what point in the latter we should look for the beginning of the entries for
this prytany.
If, however, we restore the tribe as ['AKa,p]a[v] ri8oq, we should have to put this
piece above a; and with Akamantis as the fifth prytany, Aiantis would become the
sixth, and Antiochis, as we shall see later, the seventh. Later than this is could not
be placed, since there is clear evidence on Face B for three prytanies at least, the first
(unnamed) covered by lines 39-50, the second (Hippothontis) by lines 51-63, and
by lines 63 to the end. Whether
the third (implied by the use of the word 7TapE8oouEv),
the new fragment, Face B, b, indicates that yet another prytany followed, will be
considered later; but in any case so much is missing from above on this face that it
cannot have containedthe accounts of less than four prytanies in all which would imply
that the accounts of Antiochis were continued from Face A. On the whole, then,
it seems preferable to assign the sixth prytany to Aiantis and the fifth to Akamantis,
restoring ['AKacJ]a[v] t'8oqin line 7 of our fragment b.
2) As Meritt's fragment c must be located low down on Face A, it is more
appropriate to deal first with the fragments which belong higher up on this face of
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the -stcle. To begin with I.G., I2, 303 (P1. 33), the version printed in the Corpus
is far i1 om satisfactory, for it omits to indicate that traces of no less than five lines
can be deciphered after line 7. The surface here is much damaged and its condition
strikingly resembles that of the upper portion of fragment b which we have just dealt
with.60 After prolonged study both of the stone and of a squeeze, I would transcribe
the text as follows:
<l ?I
c
1PFFFF1

PHO IQNKAI
NTTTXXHAP
5 1_EAAHNOT
ZIN1PPOK
*TPA -T0AC
A Ef
AX tAO
10
E
A
H:4
Line 1: This can hardly be restored as anything but - s Frpv[rave - -, as the
hasta surviving from the second letter is set distinctly to the left of its chequer; but
whether we have a noun or a participle cannot be decided.
Line 2: The numeral ends in -9 drachmai, 112 obols.
Line 3: Presumably a dedication by the islanders of Peparethos and a neighbour.
Such an offering, distinguished by the name of the state which made it, was surely a
crown, and following Kcai
must have come the name of the joint donors. A possible
clue to their identity is to be found in I.G., J2, 124, the remains of a decree of 406/5
B.C., above which is a relief showing Athena giving her hand to a bearded man, to
whom the wordJIKLOsis appended. If this is a proxeny-decree, as seems likely, it was
presumablypassed in favour of a prominent citizen of the island of Ikos, which may
well have dedicated a crown to Athena together with its better-known neighbour,
Peparethos. This would permit us to restore here [crrE'Oavovrov avaTeOEvra vi3riolIeraa] p-qOIaV Kicat
and might well point to the conclusion that the item in line 2, of
['IJKcv],

which the weight ends in 9 drachmai, 1I 2obols was likewise a crown, seeing that it is
60

But there can be no possibility of placing them close together, owing to the difference in the
lettering, as well as in the spacing of the lines. In fact it would appear that I2, 303 was the
work of a different stone-cutter from the man who cut 1686, and must therefore be placed near the
top of the stele.
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most unusual to find votive offerings other than crowns (apart from small objects such
as rings) of which the weight is recorded as ending in a fraction such as 1X2 obols.
Line 4: It is not clear whether the sum of 3 talents, 2115 (+) drachmnaiis the
total weight of some large group of objects, or of the entire receipts of the prytany
concerned; in the latter event [KE4aXatov -vi%ura]v
would be the natural restoration,
and this seems preferable, since the mention of the Hellenotamiai in the following line
seems to point to the first transaction of a new prytany. Even if we assume that they
received some payment (from the Treasurers of Athena), we cannot restore lines
4 and 5 so as to read 'EXXAqvor[apt'atq
'rch 8&Zvt(demotic) Kicato-vvapXo] o-Lv
vrapEAoy.Ev
'11TVOK - - as this would give us a much shorter line than is required for our stele.
Line 7: The reading in the Corpus o-rpar[-qy]o[ t[ -] does not agree with traces
visible on the stone, and I believe that, as my copy indicates, we have a name in the
dative, e. g. [KaXXt]o-,rpa6-cot,followed by his demotic, which might begin either with
AI (e. g. 'AO[t8aiwt]), or with A/0 (e. g. Ao[v-cEi]j).
Nothing of value can be gleaned from lines 8-12, though the faint traces in line 9
would be consistent with 'AX[El]p8o6[a-tog(or -o-rot), and in line 11 two drachma-signs

followed by delta (?),and perhaps more numerals in line 12, may indicate the weights
of objects handed over for melting.
There is nothing in all this to suggest that this fragment could be directly
associated with any other portion of 1686A, and our only possible clue to its position
is afforded by the fact that if, as I have tried to show, the accounts of a new prytany
begin in line 5, we cannot combine it with fragment e (no. 4, below), which appears
to make mention of the third prytany, and is, moreover, characterised by a different
style of writing. If this change of hand marks the beginning of the accounts of the
third prytany, our fragment must relate to the end of the first and the beginning of
the second.
3) Fragment d (E.M. 3032). Meritt's suggestion that the mention of a pair of
silver phialai in line 4 indicates that this should be associated somehow with lines 3-7
of 1686A is attractive, but the different style of the lettering is an obstacle, and it
might be wiser to assign it to a place higher up on the stele, in the first or second
prytany, where similar objects may well have been recorded. I can only add a few
notes based on a careful study of the photograph which he reproduces. Thus, in line 1
the four letters partly preserved seem to be INIr, for which we might restore either
[(a] tvwt[ro, as in line 12 of 1686A, or perhaps [Ka' ouvdapXor] tv I7r[lroK- as in
line 6 of 12, 303, above. In line 2 we may very likely have the names of two dedicators
of one or more phialai,

- - Kat 'IEpO--,

with several alternatives for the completion

of the second name. In line 3, after ENHE there seems to be the apex of A, presumrather than the demotic of the dedicator - - E'v. For the dedication
]
ably [ .6VE6qKEV
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of a pair of phialai cf. 1686A, line 6 as well as that suggested above for line 2 of
1686Ab.
4) The ingenious restoration proposed by Broneer, on the assumption that this
fragment was to be comparedwith I.G., 12, 296/8 and 302 is not valid, now that it has
been identified by Meritt (and accepted by Dinsmoor)6' as part of our stele (f ragment e). From the evidence of the writing this seems unquestionable. Omitting
Broneer's restorations we may transcribe this fragment as follows:
[ --

(?)

Kat av]vapX[ovre

----apE]8oo-av-?----

[--

8?o f]prrnq

----XXI

_

r

lrpv avEtad]

[7rpvravEv&rr0j-?

]

EuFtKa [t8EKaTEt ( ?)

[----/38o0]

5

?]
- - - - - -

--------

[----apa]vp

[O?]

The readings are free from doubt in lines 1-4, but in line 5 it is not clear from
the photograph that the first letter was certainly P, and the surviving traces which
it shows might equally well point to P (or E ?). In line 6 the hcasta,though centrally
spaced, might perhaps belong to H or F (rather than [R) if the figures are not strictly
stoichedon in relation to the lines above and below. Apart from an uncertain date in
is merely conjectural, and, if we accept the rho in line 5, the
line 4, where 8EKarEt
holding of the third prytany by some unidentified tribe, this adds little to our knowli8[--og
edge. If however we decide to read F for P we can only restore E] 7'6i
giving us no clue to the position of this fragment in the record of any
rTpvTavemal],
prytany from the third onwards.

In line 3 the use of

[7rapf]8oo-av

(contrast [1ra]pE8o0Ev,1686B, lines 63-64)

seems to point to a twofold transaction, whereby the recipients of certain objects
handed them over to a second body, which would agree with the inference drawn by
Ferguson 62 from the close juxtaposition of the words Epistatai and Hellenotamiai in
1686A, lines 10-11.
5) The transcript of fragment f calls for little comment: in line 1 it would appear
from the photograph that the 0 had been followed by El (unless these marks are
merely discolouredsurface-injuries), and the latter stroke, by its position might belong
to H or F; the former would permit us to restore rpvravEv]0'0-q
[s]. No further
restorations seem feasible in lines 2-5, but an alternative grouping of the letters in
line 6 would give us -o KXeto-O
[Ev -, for -oKXEt IO [Evo -- -- suggested by Meritt,
61
62

Op. cit., p. 171; his suggestion that this may include part of the prescript is mistaken.
Treasl'ers, p. 78.
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In favour of Meritt's

division of the letters we should note the wide space after the iota, which is set well
to the left of center, but against this is the fact that no Attic name beginning 0,Evo(and they are far from common), seems to be known before the latter half of the
fourth century B.C. It is perhaps also worth noting that neither of the items recorded
in lines 3-4 - - otv 8votv and - - v E'rrapyvp - - can be recognized among the contents

of the Pronaos, or the Parthenon, or the Hekatompedon in the inventories from
434 B.C. onwards.
6) Fragment c, as Meritt observed, certainly looks as if it should be associated
with 1686Aa at some point between lines 18 and 26, and the only evidence to guide us
is given by the words 'Avrtoi]xt8og r[pvrav - - in line 4. Seeing that in line 21 of a we
have

E'IT-

but by xp [va-to(?), which seems
r-q]' Alavrt8og, followed not by TrpvravEtcag

to point to a total for the prytany, the new piece must surely be placed so that line 4
comes after line 21 of a. This suggestion gains support also from the recurrence of
the curious words EAX4 q'xotw o ot -- in line 3 here and in a, line 23, as Meritt
-X'dr+0r
recognized. In each case, I have no doubt that we should restore o] 3 (or a] 3)EA
, as the only possibleexplanationof the letters 001 in line 3. Appar3'XXV 6 O [K&
ently a dishonest slave was arrested in possession of two separate lots of stolen
property, presumably from two different sources, and we may well believe that it was
money rather than other valuables which he stole. This would enable us also to bring
into the same context the letters AtTOI in line 5, for which Meritt's suggestion
crraTnp] ag To might be appropriately continued with the words EK To 'Oi0o-Oo&0,
since that would be the natural place for their safe-keeping.63
Nevertheless, it seems impossible to find a restoration which will give a satisfactory connection with the main fragment, since the combination of line 4 with line
22 of A, though tempting at first sight, so as to read [ET rT 'AviTO]x08o37 [pVTavEtag
EKT,7,
(?) 7rpvTa]vEvoo,q7 leads to insuperable difficulties in the restoration of the
other lines. One point, however, seems clearly established, namely that the prytany of
Antiochis followed immediately after that of Aiantis.
7) The closer spacing of the lines, which convinced Meritt that his " fragment b
of the reverse " should be located below the larger piece, is accompaniedby straggling
and untidy lettering, not unlike that of II2, 1687b. As it is clear from the photograph
that at least two lines have been obliterated at the top by surface-injury, we cannot tell
whether, after this gap, it directly continued the last lines of the main fragment, but
there is nothing in its contents to make this impossible. In fact, if the presence of
[7ra]pE8o/Ev in 1686B, lines 63-64 proves that this is the beginning of a new prytanyaccount, followed in the next two lines by payments made in the early days of this
prytany, we may accept the close connection of the two pieces as extremely probable.
CompareI.G., J2, 305, lines 13 ff. for the disbursementof Cyzicenestaters from this source.
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Turning to the days of the prytany recordedin the new fragment, it is reasonably
certain that we should restore E']d-rqt Ka ['t 8EKa&-)t in line 1, and fr]apr-[& KacLE1KOcTTV)L
in line 2, since 1T1J,1T-rE[ in line 6 can only be completed as 7TqE,U7TTE
[ Kat rpL,aKoo1'qtL], in
z'6'c4, [lrapa80oE'vT(oV,
1o]v
view of the almost certain restoration of lines 6-7 as KEbaAXat
introducing the total of the payments made during the prytany, one item of which was
the volu] o [a - in lines 7-8. And we need not hesitate to restore [nrL avir -] I?Epa&
in lines 4-5, comparing I.G., 12, 301, lines 20-21 and 304, line 23.
There is nothing to indicate whether the words mqgTrpVrTavemagfollowedthe ordinal
numerals in lines 1-6; but reference to the main fragment (B) shows that in the
prytany covered by lines 3-12 these words are omitted in line 5 after 9,i8] j60,Et which
is followed by a numeral, A. ; and again in lines 13-25 they are inserted as far as the
sixth day, inclusive, whilst we find that they are omitted after - - 8] IEKare in line 18.
This would justify us in recognizing the same formula in lines 27 and 28 (confirming
the view that we have here two of the early payments in a new prytany), and in
omitting the words from a restoration of our new fragment. As none of the lines
give us any indication as to the recipients of the various payments, and we have only
the remains of one small sum recorded in line 4, where we should presumably restore
i-1rapE'8o
I,] EvHAAA - -, it seems unnecessary to set out a restoration incorporating the suggestions put forward above. It only remains to add that if the letters O H
in line 9 should be completed as [7rpvravEv] j6o-q [s], this might point to the beginning
of the accounts of a new prytany, which, in this case, could hardly be any but the
tenth; but in view of the uncertainty of the restoration, the point had better be left
undecided.
8) It seems appropriateat this point to consider some points in connectionwith the
restoration of Face B. When Ferguson acutely deducedthe date of this document,and
drew attention to the evidence from lines 45-50 for a distribution of grain, both barley
and wheat, to the beleaguered Athenians during the siege, he claimed that there was
evidence for its distribution " during each of at least three (consecutive ?) prytanies,"
adding "Instead of money these officials (i. e. the Tamiai) now doled out grain." 64
But, unfortunately, he jumped too hastily to the conclusion that because distributions
of grain are mentioned specificallyin two passages relating to the same prytany, therefore all subsequent payments in this and the two following prytanies were also made
in grain. Thus, when he speaks of amounts ranging " from a few tens of medimni
to 4510-" and adds " On one day the (Tamiai) handed over 314 medimni, one hekteus
of barley and an unknown quantity of wheat," I would point out that neither of these
assertions is correct. In the first place, it must be admitted that the only definite
-IEKcEa*
distributionsof grain are those which are so described,[Kpt063v LE8 vos --1
', 8 [4uvos- -], in lines 45-46, and [Kpt1v E'8t&Vb]jot HHHAlIll
IKTE`EV
iv[p63V
lrvp6hv
84

op. cit., pp.

82 f.
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e8t,uvot--], in lines 49-50. We must conclude that other entries, where this detailed

descriptionof the nature and amount of the grain distributeddoes not appear,and a sum
directly follows a date, e. g. - - Ka] I etKOUTEt PH HHH, lines 46-47, must represent
sums of money. By no possibility could the sum ending in 4T 2 obols (IIIIC) in line 55
represent measures of grain any more than that ending with three drachma-signs in
line 56. Moreover, as Ferguson himself recognized, the details of the total for the

followingprytanyincludea paymentin silver (apyvpto

- -),

in line 63; but he failed

to realize the implications of this entry for the previous prytany.5
The other point of importance is the fact that individual distributions of grain
(e. g. EKKrEca,line 46), so when
are recordedin the accusative, as the object of 7Tap4E'8oiEv
we find the nominative (KrEV'g(line 50) it is used as being an item in a total, introduced
as printed in the
for uS8twuvot
by KEcXactov.For this reason I have substituted ,u&8t4wvog
.Corpus,lines 45-46. It is quite possible that other entries under this prytany, if preserved, would show that the total of 314 medimnoiof barley representedmore than one
distribution, and even in the following prytany, though the five sums wholly or partly
preserved must all represent payments of money, there may also have been distributions of grain, for which the surviving portion of the text affords no evidence whatsoever.
I am glad to see that Meritt recognized that in 1686A, lines 19-26 the restoration
oranriEp1, which I had mistakenly proposed many years ago,6"should be altered to

on the analogyof 1687, line 5, but this is not true for line 26, where the
nominativemust be retained,following [Keba'Xatov o-vu]irav.
crranr1paS,

9, 10) In considering the possible relationship of 12, 1687 to 1686, we must not
omit to notice that in 1687Tthe final lines of each paragraph do not reach to the righthand edge of the stone, and that a line is left blank, apparently, between each paragraph; and further, that the entries represent payments recorded under days of a
prytany. On b, on the other hand, we seem to have a series of totals, classified according to the currency in which they were paid, with each line extending over the whole
width of the stele (if we may judge from the evidence of the first two lines).
But this is not the only point of difference between 1687a and b and also between
the former and 1686, for a more serious obstacle against assigning 1687a to the same
stele as 1686 or 1687b consists in the different horizontal spacing of the letters: in
1686A the width of ten letters over all (e. g. line 23, from the center of the first letter
, to that of the eleventh, N ) is 0.103 m., and on Face B the average width
preserved,%:
of any ten letters is almost exactly 0.106 m., whereas in 1687a, line 6 where we can
measure the same number of letters with sufficient exactness the width is only 0.096
65

Ferguson'snotion of a distributionof grain on one occasion to the

8tKaarTptov

becomes less fanciful if we restore it as a sum of money paid for the Dikasts' fees,
T[tcO'v] ; perhaps there were other similar entries on the missing part of the stele.
66J.H.S., XXXIV, 1914, p. 287.

-?] |S

(line 60)
T

8tKaa-
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in 1687b the width of six letters (the maximum number measurable) is 0.059 m.,
as comparedwith 0.057 m. on a and an average of 0.06 m. on 1686A. On the whole
it seems improbablethat 1687a with its arrangement by paragraphs and an appreciably more crowded horizontal setting of the letters could be associated with either
face of 1686, and it would be more prudent to reject the connection.
For 1687b the balance of evidence is less adverse: the lettering is surely the work
of the same hand as on 1686A and B; we may note the typical phi with the vertical
stroke not continued through the loop (cf. 1686A, lines 8, 15, 23; B, line 14); the
tendency for the top stroke of tau to be slightly tilted in one or other direction, and
for alpha to lean over slightly to the right.67
As none of these details are equally conspicuous in 1687a, where, moreover, the
omikron is distinctly smaller in proportion to the other letters than in 1686 or 1687b,
this may well point to the work of a different engraver-an additional reason for
dissociating it from 1686 and 1687b. If we are justified in connecting the latter piece
with 1686 it would go more suitably with Face A, with its closer horizontal spacing,
and belong near the lower left-hand corner of the stele, being separated from the last
line of the main piece by a blank space of at least 0.035 m.; and we should have to
assume that there was a slightly closer horizontal spacing at the beginning of the lines
of Face A than we find towards the end. It is not, however, impossible that this
summation of the totals of currency-paymentson this face of the stele was not engraved in a strictly stoichedon-arrangementin relation to the body of the text.
Before leaving the subject of IJ2, 1687 it must be noted that in the text of a as
printed in the Corpus the position of the right-hand margin is incorrectly indicated,
and that in fact there are the remains of an additional letter at the end of each of lines
3, 5 and 7 (lines 5, 7, and 9 below). It should be transcribed as follows:
m.;

[?o_ _ _ _ _
[pvto?-

Kv]K1V

_------rrarmqpag

?]

I[? X]

(vacat)
(vacat)

5

[[7}s--

t8os-

?--

T }s

-7

arr)pag 'Arr&

[------------------r]
?

[KO XPVO-tO
--

10

[Etra

tv EIT
7p] vTavEdas(V)

Katcrvvap]XO

(vacat)

]

-r--

ITpvTav

-

(vacat)

s]

(vacat)
67
These characteristics are also to be recognized in I.G., II2, 1370+1371+1384, 1373, 1383,
1399 and in the new fragment of the Opisthodomos inventory, Hesperia VII, 1938, pp. 272 f., no. 7,
all, I believe, engraved by the same hand.
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Xpvcr[o

]vrE

.]

.
?

In line 5 the remains of the first surviving letter seem to indicate X rather than
X, giving us the obvious restoration - - Kai avvdp]Xoa-tv, and in line 14 the first letter
was almost certainly T and not P.
In 1687b, line 1, KE6XacU[ov] is certain, and in line 3 the stone shows AapEtKo X,
pointing to the restoration AapELKO x [pV0-io orarrqpe - -], giving us the same order
Oev (I.G., I2, 310, lines 103, 177).
of words as in the record of the racqat r&hva4AAXVw
in
line
1
the
nominative
Following the word KEbaAXatov
mrarqpeg must be restored not
only in line 1 but also in lines 2 and 4. If objection is raised to the mention of Attic
gold staters in line 4 as well as in line 2, we might satisfactorily restore in the latter
xpvcrto a[oi-,qo - -] for 'A [rrtLKO], which gains support from the absence of any trace
on the stone of the cross-bar of the T for which there is available space at the extreme
lower right-hand corner, whereas E may have all been lost by the breakage of the
stone.
It will have become obvious that none of the newly-added fragments helps
effectively towards establishing the exact length of the lines on either face of the stele.
Ferguson suggested that about six-sevenths of Face A was lost, and as none of the
surviving lines contains more than twelve letters (and most of them even less) he
assumed that there were originally about 84 letters in each, supporting this with the
statement that " normally the accounts of the Tamiae had about 84 letters to the
line." 68 The number is unlikely to have been much larger than this estimate, in view
of the thickness of the stele, which is only 0.087 m. (say 3'2 inches), and we have no
very clear indication of its possible minimum width. There is, however, a clue which
seems worth following in the remains of lines 2-6 of Face A, where we have a list of
silver phialai, entered singly or in pairs, followed by the name of the dedicator and
presumably by the weight of each. Whatever the exact formula was, it clearly required, either when used once or when repeated,approximatelytwo letters less than the
length of a line, with slight variations due to the difference in the length of the name
of the dedicator, or of the weight, or of both. Experimenting with possible alternative
formulae one finds that ua'X-vaipyvpav .,v .....rairrj.... av....K , raOpavuTa
68

Op. cit., p. 79, note 1. The value of this support must not be unduly stressed, for of the six
stelai with accounts of the Tamiae available for comparison, whilst I.G., 12, 296 has 84 letters to the
line and 302 has 85, 293 (as restored by Meritt, Ath. Financial Documents, pp. 42 ff.) has 93; 297 has
78; 304A (non-stoichedon) has ca. 74-88; 304B has mostly 73-74; and 301 cannot be more precisely
estimated than ca. 80. The length of line in the Traditiones of the Pronaos, Hekatompedon and
Opisthodomos shows a much wider range.
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allowing eight spaces for the name and three for the weight gives us 47 letters, which,
with two entries to the line would give us 94-2(=- 92)letters. The omission of TavcrTr
(twice) would reduce this to 80, whilst the insertion of two demotics, with Tavcrnq
retained, would bring up our lines to an improbablelength, appreciablyexceeding 100
letters. It seems preferable to retain ravTrn1on the analogy of the later fifth-century
Traditiones and of those of the early fourth century, but it must not be overlooked
that in the unidentifiedlist which includes both phialai and golden Nikai (I.G., P, 369
+ 390a) the demotics of the dedicators are inserted, as well as the word ravirns.
Adopting the first suggestion, we might offer the following tentative restoration for
lines 2-5:
(ory.ca. 92)

5

a E'KEV,
[I
f......
*tacX-vapyvpav jjv ........
c4
sTTaSo~v rcvrgsrr . ..
i6XArv
b
api]ypTcd..ov
v
ravrrj.
...
aby1pav fV
..6..
aV O)KEV,
...6....E....KEV.
[av
apy]vpcw
bUaXrYv
rtavtT) ..
OTTa0tko/V
V . .6
[V . .5. . . aVe8)KEvE ora0K v .a airT
x
4u\v'av . .apyvpav
VE6EVKEV -raG ov
.
...
pav
apyvj
r7V.
fapvvXvrjv
TaITT.
rav
,-r0'
Inv\
,t"n
a'yva
aVE'O~,V
[ .
7raObv3
ivapyvpiav
)v
r
r 7avapKEYV
...av...... frcTarjuov
-rvapv
...
apyv
v
pavy
af
lov Tav1ng
a

[

[. *.7..

.

...

E 0-KEV,

aav

ad"qE

0ovar
dnKEV,

O7KEVoTcLO~`ova"X

..... ....

[XA--acVE`0nKEV,

+a

&

..........................

8J "o Ka~Xvp'q
Aap
sa ]vco XKA

oTta06UOV 'TOVTOV- --

.......
....
4

(K./T.X.)

It would be unprofitableto conjecture what might have been contained in line 7 to
fill the gap before the words EK r0 II] apOEv6`voq at the end of the line, though quite
possibly there was mention of the total number and weight of the silver phialai from
the Parthenon as inventoried in the previous lines.
I have not thought it worth while to consider the alternative suggestion that
each line contained the record of one phiale only, with an approximate length of 46
letters, for, although we cannot put forward any experimental restoration of any other
lines of Face A on this reduced scale, we may conclude that it would be impracticable
for Face B. In line 11, for instance, the natural restoration would seem to be KE4&Xat] Iov rco4 iTapa8oE`rao [v &c7Rjrn
KpLOO^V/L8tV]

iTpvravEag -

-

ng 1TpvravEvoo-njapyvpto -75
to whichwe have to add the
less
than
K.TX.
us
letters,
not
giving
IOt
-

t8og

weight of the silver currency which was presumablyentered before the figures for the
distribution of grain in this prytany, of which mention has been made above.
69 Some of these td>Xat may very well have weighed exactly 100 drachmaiimplying a proportionatelylonger name for the dedicator,but 102 drachmaiis likely to be close to the average
weight.
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It remains to add that, if the suggested figure of approximately 92 letters is
correct for Face A, we should expect that on Face B, with its appreciably wider
horizontal spacing (0.106 m.: 0.103 m. for ten letters) there would be probably three
letters less in each line, say ca. 89. For a stele of the width thus indicated, i. e. little
less than a meter, we might expect the height to be at least one-third more, perhaps
upwards of 1.30 m. If we take the average vertical spacing of ten lines as 0.130 m.
this would give us room for 100 lines on each face, assuming that the stele was
inscribed right down to the foot. As we have seen, this is not the case on Face A,
where there is at any rate a vacant space of at least 0.035 m. between the last line of
1686A and the presumed summary of the totals on 1687b, which I would place below
it; and there may have been a further blank space at the foot of the stele, possibly on
Face B as well. From this evidence-for what it is worth-we may conclude that
an estimate of 100 lines on each face might be somewhat excessive; but in any case
this calculation will remind us how small a proportion of the original stele is represented by the surviving fragments, and how far we still are from solving all the
problems which it raises.
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